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# Eiradý1 Nore. *
THE question of free text-books for the

Public schools is under consideration in the
State of New York. The School Committee
of Pawtucket, R.I., have reported in favor
of the innovation.

WE hope none of our readers will over-
look the very interesting account of a visit
to Longfellow's Home, which appears in the
English Department of this number. With
this graphic ,and charming picture of the
poet's environments in the mind, one can
turn to his poems, especially those rich in
local references, with heightened pleasure.

WE commend the following suggestion
of the New York School Yournal, to our
School boards in Canada, especially to
those in the cities and towns, where it could
be more easily acted upon:--

Boston will do well if she gives every
teacher in her employ the ninth year, as a
vacation year, on half pay. This will be to
her instructors more than a year of jubilee.
It will be a year of solid improvement and
preparatiori for better work. It is advo-
cated on the plea that it will keep those in
the service " vigorous, cheerful and pro-
gressive. And it will."

DR. GEIKIE, Dean of the Faculty of
Medicine of the University of Trinity Col-
lege, took the opportunity afforded by the
Annual Banquet of the Faculty and Stu-
cents of the Medical Department of that
University, to protest with warmth against
the injustice done to Trinity by the restora-
tion of a Medical.Department to the Pro-
vincial University. There does certainly

çoqreqtp. seem to be something unfair and anomalous
in the arrangement by which, as Dr. Geikie
forcibly puts it, it results that in " Ontario
in 1890, we find our chartered Medical Col-
leges-chartered by the Provincial Govern-
ment-keenly opposed by the competing
Medical Department of the University of
the Province, with which some of these Col-
leges, as in the case of Trinity, are in affilia-
tion !"

" BoOKS, before they are authorized
should be a certain time before the public
and be open to the criticism of týachers.
Advice as to text-books should come from
teachers, who should be the best judges in
these matters. If all text-books were sub-
mitted to a committee of teachers before
being authorized, it might improve the mat-
ter and lessen the price." So said Mr
Gunne, in an address on the subject of text-
books,at the ElginTeachers'Association. Mr.
Gunne's fellow-teachers evidently thought
his words well said, as do we, for they ap-
pointed a cofnmittee to draft a resolution on
the subject of text-books and report at the
next meeting of the Association. The sub-
ject of text-books and kindred questions
are likely to be earnestly discussed within
the next year or two in Ontario.

OUR correspondents from Queen's will
please accept our thanks for the informa-
tion kindly given in the last and current
numbers, in response to our request for
particulars about the Seminary method.
The plan of having the departments of the
library which are cognate to special sub-
jects of study in the courses, distributed and
made easily acessible to those requiring
them, instead of having all the books kept
in a single room in which facilities for pro-
longed reading cannot easily be furnished, is
an excellent one. So too, the method of
throwing students upon their own resources,
with the minimum of help and guidance
necessary to enable them to make the best
use of their time, is the only method that
accords with true pedagogical principles.
Of course the more advanced the student,
the farther this system can and should be
carried.

IN the course of an address on Reading
at the last session of the Oxford Teachers'
Institute-of which we had hoped some ope

would favor us with a report-Prof. S. H.
Clarke, Teacher of Elocution in McMaster
and Trinity Universities, is reported as hav-
ing said that the Canadians are atrocious
pronouncers. He instanced such sounds as
those of ir in " bird," or in " work," a in
"ask," " cask," etc., and also in " fall,"
" ball," "call," etc. We fear there is too
much truth in Mr. Clarke's criticism. The
subject has been too much neglected in all
our schools, from the University do'wnward.
We have noticed very faulty pronuncia-
tions by honor graduates of the Univer-
sity, men of ability and high. attainments.
Teachers and students should have at their
elbows copies of the best pronouncing dic-
tionaries and should turn their pages by
day and by night, with a view to lend their
aid in preserving the purity of their unique
mother tongue.

"WE most decidedly and heartily give
our support to the doctrine that, as a rule,
children and young people do not need
alcohol and are much better without it."
So declares the London Lancet. The
friends of Temperance in England, will be
glad, even at this late day, of so unçquivo-
cal an opinion from so high an authority.
In Canada, where thousands of children
and young people, yes and people of mid'dle
age too, can be pointed out all over the
land, who have never used alcoholic bever-
ages in any form, and who are yet as health-
ful, stalwart and active in body and mind as
any people in the world, the statement
comes not only as a truth, but almost as a
truism. " They are better withut it," is the
great lesson which should be taught and
emphasized in every school in the land,
seeing that it has the two-fold sanction of
hygienic science and of Christian morality.
Suppose the Lancet'sdictum, " they do not
need it and are much better without it,"
were universally accepted and acted upon
throughout Canada to-day, and that from
this time forth all Canadian children were
taught from childhood to manhood and
womanhood, not only to do without alco-
holic drinks, but to understand their injuri-
ous effects on body and brain, who can
doubt that the next generation would be
virtually a generation of " teetotallers."
Just think what this would mean in regard
to the characters and morals of the com-
ing Canadian.
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MARCHING.
RHODA LEE.

TEN o'clock brings generally to the chil-
dren a feeling of fatigue and a longing for
change. When my bell rings at that hour,
there is great promptitude displayed in the
careful placing of pencils, and my little folks
sit up with a very suggestive look of ex-
pectancy that means, " what are we going
to do."

And what are we going to do to rest the
tired minds and hands that have been so
busily employed and relieve the feet that
have been kept so quiet on the floor for
the last half hour ? It must be somethink
that will be a complete change and rest and
that will work off some of the latent energy
that ruight degenerate and drift into mis-
chief.

Fortunately there are enough exercises
meeting these requirements to permit of
great variety in the rec'reation. The inter-
est in ten o'clock would be apt to pall had
we not variety and special favorities for
play-time. Some days it is a game, other
days a motion song or favorite calisthenics
and very often marching. This last exer-
cise can be so varied as to give constant
pleasure and benefit to the children.

Of course in marching as in all kinds of
drill our underlying aim is to promote defi-
niteness of action and thereby definitenese
of character, and that is why we find such
exercises so helpful-I had almost said ne-
cessary--in obtaining and preserving order.
With all definite, energetic, muscular effort
there must be a correspondingly energetic
will action. Therefore whatever incites
definite action is going to train And strength-
en the character.

Marching affords a very apparent index
of the spirit of a class. Careless and indif-
ferent in other departments of work, they
will be doubly so in their marching; prompt,
obedient, and thoughtful at other times, they
are sure to appear so in the drill.

Provided we see the desirability of hav-
ing good marching and also the necessity
for making it attractive, let us consider how
it can best be varied.

Music of course is a delightful inspiration
and this we can always have. Pianos are
rarities in the school-room. However, we
have a much-appreciated substitute com-
posel of a comb and a piece of tissue paper
upon which are produced the most inspiring
strains and patriotic melodies.

I have known classes that were happy
in the possession of a boy who could play
the mouth-organ, and this with a trianglein the hands of another scholar, makes
quite an orchestra.

Singing we can have quite frequently.
The tune of "John Brown," with suitable
words makes a good marching song. " The
Maple Leaf," the " Red, White and Blue,"
and many others which might be mentioned
have been used with success.

In the serpentine march it will spur upand encourage your little soldiers greatly to
state your intention of st¶epping into the

ine wherever , you see particularly ood
UWCaring and keping wuth them or a

time. Then you will see the heads straight-
ened, the shoulders thrown back, and every
child doing his utmost to get his teacher to
walk next him.

Have occasionally afag-march, allowing
the best marchers to carry a flag. If there
is a banner of any kind in the room, utilize
it also. This march is a reward for extra
effort and is always hailed with great de-
light. Paper caps can be made with but
little trouble, either for the whole class or
for only an honored few, different scholars
earning the caps each day. The time-hon-
ored dunce-cap shape cannot be sur-
passed. However, the old cap has lost en-
tirely its original identity. It has dropped
into another sphere. Instead of shaming
some downcast dullard or tearful truant, it
adorns the straightest, manliest little fellow
in the class, being instead of a disgrace, a
much-coveted honor.

One other exercise the benefit of which is
obvious is to have the scholars while march-
ing, go through various motions with the
hands, for which the teacher gives the com-
mands.

Never allow careless marching at any
time and endeavor to have every child in
step as well as in time. This with young
children is a somewhat difficult matter but
by merely insisting on carefulness in start-
ing off with the same foot, it can be done.

ANTICIPATING HOLIDAYS.
ARNQLD ALCOTT

C"RISTMAS-TIDE is approaching, and with
it come the bubbling spirits, the effervescent
happiness and jollity of good-nature. How
may we keep this superabundant animation,
sufficiently under control without compul-
sion ? This is a very important question in
our estimation ; and it is especially pertin-
ent with regard to those of us who teach
the " tots," the little ones so near the crea-
tive power.

Perhaps a device which I have begun in
my class, and which is to last for the remain-
ing days of the session, may be suggestive
to some of our readers.

THE PLAN.
I have drawn in one corner of the black-

board four rectangles about two by eight.
These correspond to the number of rows of
seats across my room, and are numbered
accordingly one, two, three, four. In the
upper part of the rectangles I retain a depth
of two inches or sufficient to make a square.
The squares are filled in with white chalk.
And " our boys and girls " commence the
day with a clean record, and aim to keep
the account pure. If a misdeed be com-
mitted, such as the failure of several pupils
in a row to take position promptly, then the
teacher is very sorry that she has to make
a black mark on this white. The lower part
of the rectangle is reserved for special at-
tainment. If the pupils have succeeded in
doing very neat work, or, very quick work,
then we reward the rows by giving a bright
yellow mark, and when four of these are
placed across one another, the pupils have
gained a" star;"and theytry hard to " shine"
brightly. The extra marks are to be left on
until the Christmas holidays. The black
marks, ifany, are erased every night. Some

days we have none. But every day we be-
gin afresh to try to keep a pure picture.
Our boys and girls are charmed with the
plan. An educator when visitihg us the
other day said that there was a tremendous
amount of morality taught in this little
idea ; and so we offer it to our readers hop-
ing it may help them.

In the subject of reading we were speak-
ing about word-recognition. Before a child
can read intelligently, up to its limit of
power, i.e. silent reading, it must be able to
recognize the words automatically, that is,
without conscious effort. Therefore, in
order to get our pupils to this stage we
must give plenty of word-recognition, using
both ear problems and eye problems, or, in
other words, dictating words to be written,
and also writing words for the pupils to
read. We must teach and impress the com-
binations such as oi, oy, sh, ch, ing, tion, cious,
and others. This work should be taken in
the first book classes, in the junior second,
and even in the senior second. Perhaps it
may be necessary to continue it still higher.
Do give plenty of exercises in the recog-
nition of words ; also, have the pupils give
the sounds in the words separately and dis-
tinctly. For work at the seats the teacher
might ask the pupils to write a story about
" sh," about " tion," about " cious " and so
on.

Now, with reference to what we named
in a former number of the journal as the
third step in the processes of Reading, viz,,
the extraction of thought from visible lan-
guage (silent reading), we may give two
kinds of gymnastic exercises as follows:-

First, we may limit the amount of time
given ; or, second, we may limit the amount
of work to be done.

The former is the better, i. e. when the
time is limited, and the amount of work
left according to the ability of the indivi-
dual pupil. So I say, " Pupils you have three
minutes in which to get all the thought you
can, beginning at page sixty." Then when
the time has elapsed I ask for a reproduc-
tion of these thoughts, sometimes orally,
but oftener in writing. If we believe that
acuteness in the extraction of thought is a
necessary step to the expression of that
thought, then, it follows that an intelligent
exercise of the mental powers in this speci-
fic department must precede the final stage
in reading, namely, thought-expression or-
ally.

BOOKs are the true levellers. They give to all
who faithfully see them the society, the spiritual
presence, of the best and greatest of our race.-Dr.
Channing.

FOR INCIDENTAL TEAcHIN.-On the black-
board every morning, in a conspicuous place, vis-ible to all the pupils, there should be a motto frona
some author. A line or two, or more, of poetry or
prose, embodying a thought which in future yearswill be found in many a heart as " a well of water
spnnging up into everlasting life." That line
laborously written by you in your copy-book On
that rough-hewn desk in the long, long ago, lives in
your memory still, and shall live forever. Has not
the thought in that line contributed its mite, too, in
leading you upward to any good you may possess ?
Where to get your mottoes ? On the right hand
and on the left ; in the Bible, an inexhaustible
mine ; and all literature is at your disposal. No
matter if your school is nearly out ; begin nOW·
In four weeks there may silently steal into thOse
young hearts twenty thoughts freighted with i"
nite possibilities.-- Western Schooljournal.
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WELL DOING-ITS OWN REWARD.
BY FELIX ADLER, PH. D.

THERE is one question that touches the
general subject of punishment and reward
which I have reserved for the end of my
discourse, because it is in some sense the
most important and vital of all the questions
we are considering. It throws a bright light
or a deep' shadow on the whole theory of
life, according to the point of view we take.
There is a deeply rooted notion in the
breasts of men that the pleasures of the
senses are to be regarded as reward for the
performance of duty. The parent says to
his child : " You have been good to-day ;
you have studied your lessons; your de-
portment has been satisfactory; therefore,
I will reward you by giving you sweet-
meats, or I will take you on an excursion
into the country." Now stop for a moment
to consider what connection there can pos-
sibly be between the performance of duty
and the physical pleasure enjoyed in eating
sweetmeats. Is not the connection a purely
àrbitrary one ? Does it not depend upon
the notion that there is no intrin sic satisfac-
tion in a moral act ? Now the idea which
the new religion is bringing into the fore-
ground is that moral action has an intrinsic
value of its own, that the reward of doing
good is contained in the doing of it.

There are many persons who willingly
acknowledge that virtue is its own reward,
and yet in practice they follow the tradi-
tional methods which are based on an en-
tirely different view. We must learn to see
that it is radically wrong to make enjoy-
ments, pleasures of any kind, the reward of
virtue ; we must have the courage to make
application of our theories to the education
of our childrón, if we would develop in them
the germs of the new, the nobler, the freer
manhood and womanhood. I admit that a
child is not yet sufficiently developed mor-
ally to love virtue for its own sake, and that
its virtu*os inclinations need to be support-
ed and assisted ; but we can give it this as-
sistance by showing it the marks of oùr
approbation or disapprobation. We can
disgrace a child ; that ought to be the
heaviest penalty. And we can show it signs
of favor. But simply because a child fbr a
long time leads an animal life, simply be
cause it is the most easily taken on the side
of its animal instincts, we need not evince
ot1r favor by pampering its appetites. Yet
this is what the parents in general do. They
stoop to take advantage of the means by
which the child is most easily influenced
But it should be our aim to raise the child
above the mere desire for physical gratifi.
cation, to prevent it from attaching toc
much importance to such pleasures. The
conduct of many parents tends deliberately
and artificially to foster that lower nature ir
the child which it should be their constani
aim to repress. They try to control theii
children as they control horses, by th
mouth. A child should be trained to tak
pleasure in intellectual labors, in study foi
study's sake, and to do its task for the sakt
of the satisfaction of conscience which ac
companies the doing of one's duty. As thi

is difficult in the case of very young chil-
dren, they should be trained to do their
duty for the sake of the approbation of thcir
parents. An appfroving look, a kiss from
father or mother, should be the highest re-
ward which acbild can expect, and a sign
of disapprobation the punishment which it
most dreads. We should beware how wc
teach a child to suppose that a cake, or
money, or pleasure is the reward of having
donc its duty. It is possible to begin per-
verting the moral nature very early in this
way. We ougbt flot to be surprised at the
misshapen and twisted moralit>' wbich we
sec in the world around us. Most parents,
by their mcthod of bcstowing extraneous
rcwards, make haste to pervert the cbarac-
ter of their children in earliest infancy, giv-
ing it a wrong direction from the start.

But it ma>' be asked, is there flot some
truth after ail in St. Paul's saying: "NHe
that will not work, neither shalhe becat ?'
And do we flot ail think that there is some-
thing wrong when we se a person enjoying
life who will perform none of its duties ?
And docs it flot appear that in a certain
sense virtue entitlcs one to pleasure, and that
the absence of virtue ought to preclude one
from pleasure ? In order to answcr this
question, let us cast 0. brief glance at the
organization of human nature as a whole.

Humanbcings are endowed with a variety
of faculties, moral, intellectual, and physi-
cal;- and a different type o# pleasure or sat-
isfaction arises from the exercise of each
onc of these faculties. Pîcasure in general
may be defincd as that feeling which re-
sults from the successful exercise of any
of our faculties. Take, for instance,"
the physical nature; a skilful rider takes
pleasure in the exercise of horsemanship, an
athîcte in the lifting of weights, an' expert
dancer ini the rhythmical movements of the
dance. Or take the intellectual and artistic
nature. The more completely the artist
commands the faculty. of expression, the
more pleasure does he derive from the art;
the more complex and difficult the problem
which the scbolar résolves, the more does
be feel his mental poier grow within bim,
and the more does he find delight in study.
The same is truc of the moral nature. The
more a man succceds in harmonizing bis
inncr life and bringing the principles of so-
cial barmony to triumph in thc world about
him, the more satisfaction does he dérive
from the exercise of virtue. Now it is a per-
fecti>' patent fact that we cannot pay for
the exercise of an>' one faculty b>' thc plea-
sure wbich is derived from the exercise of

ran>' other, but that cach faculty is legiti-
rmatel>' paid only in its own coin. Suppose

you should go up to the horseman who bas
1 just returncd froman exbiairating ride and

say to him: " You have excrcised your
physical faculties to an unusual degree for
several hours ; but what reward do you ex-

rpcct for doing so ? He would probably look
iat you in blank amazement witb a doubt as
tto your sanity. The exercise of any faculty

r is its own reward. What we caîl pleasure is
only the result of the activit>' of one of our
faculties. If you ask the man who exercises

r his intellcctual faculties what reward be
expects to get for so doing, be will answer
you, if be is expert in the use of bis intel-

slect : "Nothing but the exercise of the

mind." Pleasure is born in the efficient ac-
tivity of our faculties. If you ask a man
who is expert in the use of his moral nature,
who is intent on creating harmony within
and without him, what the reward is which
he expects for his labors, he will answer you
in the same way : "The exercise of the
faculty is its own reward." Satisfaction
necessarily results from the successful ac-
tivity of any one of our functions. I have
said that if you ask a mental or moral ex-
pert these questions they will return the
answers I have indicated. I said expert-
and there's the rub. The reason why aver-
age persons do not believe that the exercise
of the mental or moral faculties is their own
reward, is because they are not expert, be-
cause they have not penetrated far enough
into knowledge and virtue to obtain the
satisfactions of them. But the same is true
of the tyro in dancing. An awkward, clumsydancer, who cannot keep step and does not
yield himself to the music, derives no plea-
sure from dancing. He must go on prac-
tising until he becomes an expert. In the
same way a horseman iýho has not yet ac-
quired a firm seat in thé saddle or come in-
to effective rapport with his horse, will
hardly derive much pleasure from horse-
back exercise. Let him then go on trying
until he becomes an expert ; but in the
meantime, while he is making his bungling
efforts, I do not see why we should reward
him with a cake. So, too, the novice in in-
tellectual matters will not derive much plea-
sure from his pursuit until he has acquired
a certain mastery over the elements of
knowledge. Let him then go on working
and drudging until he becomes an expert
and he will obtain his reward. Likewise
the moral novice will not find delight in the
pursuit of his task until he has laid a firm
hold on the principles which are essential
to the ordering of life, and is able to apply
them with ease and certainty. Let him then
go on struggling, go on aspiring, until he
becomes a moral expert, and he will have
his satisfaction ; but in the interval it would
seem incongruous, would it not, to reward
him for his efforts with money, or with plea-
sures to be derived from the exercise of a
totally different faculty.

I have said that each faculty is sovereign
in its own sphere,that each provides its prop-
er satisfactions within itself and does not
borrow them from the domain of any ofthe
others. It is important, however, to add
that there is a profound difference in rank
between our different faculties, that some
are higher than the others, that the moral
and intellectual faculties are at the top of
the scale. Bear this in mind, and you will
be able to understand the truth contained
in the words: " He that will not work,
neither shall he eat." You will comprehend
why we inwardly rebel when we see the in-
dolent and the weak living in luxury and
affluence. It is not that pleasure of the
senses is the proper reward of virtue, or
that physical pain is the proper punishment
of the lack of virtue, but that the higher
faculties should occupy the first place, and
the lower faculties should not be exercised
to the neglect and at the expense of the
higher, that the legitimate rank and order
of our faculties should not be subverted.
And from this point of view I might deny

'i

k
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to a child that will not study, the privilege
of going on an excursign into the country
or following its favorite sports. I should
make the denial on the ground that there
is a proper order in which the faculties
should be exercised, on the ground that the
higher, the mental faculty should be exer-
cised first, on. the ground that he who will
not aim at the higher satisfactions, neither
shall he enjoy the lower. Do you not see
that by making physical pleasures, sport,
games and the like, the reward of study,
you exalt these lower satisfactions so as to
make thmm the higher, so as to make the
satisfactions of knowledge appear of slight-
er value than the satisfactions of the sen-
ses ? The two ideas which I have men-
tioned will, I think, carry us through the
practical problems of discipline; the one
that the exercise of every faculty carries
with it its own reward, the other that some
faculties are higher than others, and that
the exercise of the higher must precede that
of the lower.

In an ideal community every one of our
faculties would be brought into play in its
turn without our ever being tempted to re-
gard the satisfactions of one as compensa-
tion for the exertion of another. The hu-
man soul has often been compared to an
instrument of many strings. I should pre-
fer to compare the soul to an orchestra. In
this orchestra there are violins, viz., the in-
tellectual faculties-they lead and inspire.
all the rest ; there are the flute notes of
love ; there are the trumpet tones of am-
bition and there are the rattling drunms and
cymbals of the passions and appetites.
Each of these instruments comes in at ith
own proper place, and the mortal plan of
ife is the musical composition, the noble

harmony, now sad and tender, now broken
and tearful, now swelling into tones of tri-
umph and joy, which they all assist in ren-
dering. In the ideal community men will
perform both manual and intellectual labor
gladly because of the delight which skill
and the acquirement of knowledge give
-what other reward should men seek ? I
should like to banish the vicious idea of ex-
traneous reward altogether. I should like
to impress upon men's minds the new
thought of the new age, that life is an op-
portunity for the exercise of our faculties,
and that each of the facqlties carries with it

'its own satisfactions. I should like to ex-
pel the notion that man is an animal whose
object in life is to eat and drink, to have
god and fine garments and to gratify every
desire, and who can be brought to labor
only on condition that he may obtain such
pleasures. I should like to impress instead
thenotion that labor itself is satisfying-
nmanual labor, mental labor, moral labor-
and that the more arduous the labor, the
higher the compensating satisfactions.

Wecan do a great deal to make or mar
the moral future of opt little ones. Accord-
ing to the seed which we plant in the fur-
rows of their young hearts will be the fruit
which will grow hereafter on their tree o
life And in educating our children wc
shall be eduçating ourselves. We shall gain
a new insight into the mysteries of exist

and the light wie kindle will refilect it
oui ow n souls to warm and illu

&&fion1 leetin •

WEST VICTORIA TEACHERS'
CONVENTION.

THE semi-annual meeting of the West Victoria.
Teachers' Association was held at Lorneville on
Friday and Saturday, 21st and 22nd November.
The attendance was not so large as on former occa-
sions, but much interest was manifested .by those
present. Mr. McMillan, Delegate to Provincial
Association, gave a full report of the proceedings of
the meeting held at Niagara. In the discussion
that followed, it was the opinion of the majority of
the teachers that the subject of Agriculture should
receive special attention in our Public schools.

Mr. McDougall introduced the subject "Arith-
metic." He highly recommended Mental Arith-
metic as a means of arousimg thought, and strongly
advised teachers to allow their pupils to depend
upon themselves for solutions in order to the devel-
opment of the mental faculties. He outlined his
methods of dealing with this subject in each class.
He suggested the teaching of fractions, after the
elementary rules are thoroughly mastered, and be-
fore the compound rules are taught. He gave solu-
tions of problems taken from the paper set for Third
Class teachers.

Mr. Nutting, Headmaster of the Cannington
Public School, gave an interesting lecture on IGeo-
metrical Perspective." He illustrated each step to
be taught, and gave proofs for every conclusion
arrived at. He gave as a leading axiom that all
retiring parallel lines meet in a point. He ex-
plained how to draw lines making different angles
with the ground line or picture line ; also, the pro-
per method of measuring distance onsuch lines.

Mr. Morris gave a literary criticism of Burns'
Mary. He reada racy paper, in which he pointed
out some of the mysteries that surrounded this not-
able lady. Nevertheless, by a series of witty inven-
tions, he came to the conclusion that she was none
other than Burns' wife.

Mr. Birchard, Headinaster of the Beaverton-
Public School, kindly consented to take the subject
"Physical Culture." He highly recommended
calisthenics as a means for developing the muscles
of the body. He exemplified about twenty different
motions to be taught to pupils, but suggested that
teachers be careful to observe that the motions be
properly made and in good time. He also advised
an occasional drill in order to vary the exercises. A
vote of thanks was tendered Mr. Birchard for his
interesting address.

Mr. Beazin gave a short talk on Entrance Ex-
aminations, after which the following resolution was
passed :-

" Whereas the present school law and regulations
do not distinctly draw the line between Public and
High school work; and whereas, in the opinion of
this convention, it is in the interest of both Public
and High school education that this line should be
distinctly drawn, that it is desirable that a
"leaving examination" be established to include
fifth-class work."

On Friday evening an entertainment, consisting
of readings, recitations, singing and selections by
the Woodville band, was given in Reid's Hall.

MANITOBA TEACHERS' CONVENTION.

THE following extract from the report given ir
the Free Press and Sun of proceedings at the Mani
toba Teachers' convention contains the resolution!
referred to in our last. Though the report does no
explicitly say so, we presume. that the resolution!
were all adopted.

Mr. D. J. Goggin, chairman of the Committee o
Resolutions, presented the report of that Committee
and moved its adoption clause by clause as follows

That it is the opinion of this Association that, ii
the interest of education, no non-professional certifi
cate should be a license to teach unless the holde
has previously had professional training, at leas
equivalent to that required from third class profes
sional certificates. .

- That in the opening of this Association permit
- should be issued only when certified teachers car

not be secured ; that then they should be issued onl
upon the recommendation of the inspector in whos
4 sion such selools are situa -

That in the opinion of this Association no teacher
shouid be granted a life certificate until hie has fur-
nished evidence of one year's successful. teaching in
the schools of the Province.

That in thie opinion of this Association, the aca-
demic and the professional training of teachers
should be conducted in separate institutions.

That this Association approves of the institute
work as now conducted, and desires that the time
devoted to each institute be increased to at least
three days.

That a committee, consisting of Messrs. Mc-
Colman, Schofield and W. A. McIntyre, be appoint-
ed to wait upon the Department of Education and
the Advisory Board to present these resolutions.

The resolution on separate institutions for the pro-
fessional training of teachers was discussed with
some earnestness by the principals of High schools
who regarded themselves as specially interested.

Mr. F. H. Schofield, of Winnipeg, pointed out
that the average age of the pupils in the high schools
now was between fifteen and sixteen years, and that
they were not mature enough to undergo professional
training. The teachers in the High schools had now
too much to do, and they would have still more to
do if professional training were added. The pupils
had now all they could do; why add to their bur-
dens? These were, after all, but secondary reasons ;
the main reason was the incompatibility of the two
courses ; all who had a practical acquaintance with
the character of academic work and professional
work recognized this.

Mr. Davidson, of Brandon, said that if it was im-
possible in Winnipeg to undertake professional train-
ing in the High school, how much more must it be
so in a small school like that of Brandon. The lines
of work were so different that it must be apparent
to all that they can best be done separately. If it
were introduced into the High schools, spèciaists
would have to be appointed, and the courses to all
intents and purposes kept separate. To. put such
work upon the High schools would be an imposi-
tion.

Mr. Cheeswright, of Portage La Prairie, followed,
urging the undesirability of combining these depart-
ments.

Inspector McIntyre pointed out that the fatal
objection to the proposed union of professional and
academic work was their incompatibility. Aca-
demic work must underlie the professional work ;
the latter is based on it, and the history of education
shows there is no need to repeat the experiment
here, that professional work is based upon, apart
from and after academic work.

The following officers were elected:--President,
D. J. Wright, Crystal City ; ist Vice-President, F.
H. Schofield, Winnipeg; 2nd Vice-President, W.
P. Argue, Neepawa; Secretary, T. M. Maguire,
Brandon ; Assistant Secretary, W. Leece, Birtle
Treasurer, W. Pye, Stonewall.

The Executive recommended that the next con-
vention be held in -Brandon, the first week in July,
1891 ; that the local Association collect exhibits of
school work, that the best be selected from these
exhibits and sent to the Provincial Association, and
that the best of these be sent to the World's Fair in
Chicago in 1892.

The Association decided to co-operate with the
Quebec Teachers' Association in the formation of a
Dominion Association.

WEST BRUCE TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION.
(Condensed from Kincardine Review.) -

ON the 23rd and 24th days of October, the
- autumn meeting of West Bruce Teachers' Associa-
s tion was held in the Model School, Kincardine. In
t the absence of the president on Thursday morning,
s the vice-president, Mr. D. Rannie, occupied the

chair. The attendance was small and only routine
business was done. At 1.30 the afternoon session
opened with a full attendance of teachers, students
and visitors. The president, Mr. J. McKinnon, of
Port Elgin, presided. Miss J. McLean gave a read-

- ing, " Remembered by What I Have Done." The
r thoughts were well delineated, the expression good,
t and the clearness of tone excellent. The report of
- the delegates to the Provincial Association. was

given by Mr. D. Rannie. It contained a complete
:s outline of all the business done during the four days
- at Niagara-on-the-Lake.
y Mrs. P. McNeill gave an address on "Woik."
e She gave numerous illustrations from her own expe-

re ce of the adyantages of work Work is the
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law of earth. The whole human family work. The
great men of the past worked, the great men of the
present are working, the great and good of the
future will work. It is God-like to work. The .
teacher who would succeed must work, and he must
teach boys and girls to work. He must inspire
them with a strong desire to master every difficulty
in their school duties and studies. Then, and then
only, will they be able to discharge their duties to
themselves and others when they become men and
women,

Mr. J. Montgomery outlined his method of
teaching writing. He considered penmanship the
queen of arts, and gave some excellent illustrations
of his ability in using the crayon on the blackboard.
Writing, he said, does not receive the attention its
importance demands. Much time is at present
lost and the tempers of men sorely tried by the
thousands of badly written letters that are dailv
received from correspondents on matters of busi-
ness. Good penmanship does much in many cases
in securing situations in schools, stores, banks, and
manufacturing establishments.

Miss L. Sturgeon read an excellent paper on
"Tact in the School." Many, she said, with excel-
lent literary attainments, failed as teachers for want
of tact. Teachers handling yearly from fifty to
sixty pupils of different dispositions, ages, attain-
ments and home training, require an unbounded
fund of tact. The teacher must speak distinctly,
never be excited or in a hurry, always in time,
orders must be given in a low distinct tone of voice,
and only once. Explanations must be clear and
not repeated. The noisy teacher will have a noisy
school. Loud and repeated ringing of the bell,
striking the desk, and stamping on the floor, will
never make an orderly school. Never belittle the
pupils. Have few rules. Deal with cases on their
merits and put the pupils on their honor. Always
keep your word. Difficult cases should not be
hurriedly disposed of. Time and new evidence
may materially change the character of the case.

Twenty-four boys from the Model schooi, trained
by Miss J. Tbompson, sang a Kindergarten song,
"The Busy Flowers."

Mr. James Grey, M.A., Science master in the
High school, Kincardine, addressed the Associa-
tion on the subject of " Combustion." The old and
new ideas of simple elements were fully explained.
The discoveries of Priestly, Davy, and other chem-
ists in connection with oxygen and hydrogen were
clearly outlined. The three kinds of combustion-
spontaneous, ordinary, and extraordinary-were
defined. Each was clearly shown to be chemical
union, that is (i) the union of two simple elements,
(z) the union of a simple element and a compound,
or (3) the union of two compounds. The structure
and nature of flame was fully illustrated by a dia-
gram and appropriate explanations. Incomplete
combustion in the burning of wood, coal and oil was
well explained. The character and manufacture
of common and safety matches were shown, and
the advantages of each kind were pointed out.
Several experiments were given with skill and suc-
cess, and served to illustrate and prove the points
under discussion.

-The leading feature of the interesting evening
programme, was a lecture by Professor, J. H.
Panton, of the Agricultural College, Guelph. His
subject was, "Ten Hours Among the Boiling
Springs, Geysers, and Canons of Yellowstone
Park," and he spoke for seventy minutes to a very
attentive audience of not less than 450 persons.
The subject. naturally interesting, lost nothing in
the hands of the lecturer.

MORNING SESSION, FRIDAY.
After the usual opening exercises, Home studies

were discussed by Inspector Campbell. The
teacher should strive to secure the proper amount
of home study. One of the great objects of educa-
tion should be to enable the boy to think and act
for himself, His home studies should be of such. a
character that he would have to do most of the
work himself, and should not receive much assist-
ance from patents or others. Reading, spelling,
history, and frequently geography and grammar,
should be studied at home. Some teachers give
by far too much arithmetic, map-drawing, analysis,
parsing and composition for home work. There
are three serious objections to this plan. First, the
pupils have not sufficient time at home to attend to
their classes properly ; and second, they frequently
get assistance and hand in as their own, work
which they have not done ; third, these exercises

are in most cases very suitable for seat exercises in
the school-room. Lessons should always be care-
fully assigned that pupils may know exactly the
parts they are expected to prepare at home. Hints
should be given on the best methods of study, and
pupils should be encouraged to ask questions.
Parents should be visited, and their assistance
secured in getting their children to attend regularly
and to prepare lessons assigned for home work.
Regular public examinations should be held to
awaken the interest of pupils and parents in school
matters.

Mr. T. A. Reed took the subject of geography.
He had drawn on the board before the morning
session opened, the maps of North and South
America, inland, and also one of a river and its
tributaries. Mr. Reed gave a short account of his
first lessons in geography, and characterized them
as dry and uninteresting. First lessons he said
should be on the school ground and surroundings.
There should be familiar talks with young children
about farms, horses, sheep, wheat, oats, boats, hay,
sugar, hills, flowers, fruits, vegetables, etc. The
first lessons sbould be with picture map, or on the
floor, or on a large table. The greater part of the
teaching in geography should train the child's
imagination. The Rocky Mountains, the Thou-
sand Islands, The Yellowstone Point, etc., etc.,
should be presented in such language and by such
methods as to make the pupils see them as they
are.

Professor Panton discussed for fifty minutes, in
a clear, logical, and very interesting manner,
" The Formation of Soil, or Geology applied to
Agriculture." A large chart suspended in front of
the audience assisted greatly in developing the
leading points under consideration. The presence
of boulders, limestones and hard heads in various
parts of Ontario was fully accounted for. The
rock formation underlyingthe soil in Ontario were
well outlined and explained. The action of the air,
water, frost, and worms in breaking up rocks
and making soil of various kinds, was made exceed-
ingly interesting and instructive.

AFTERNOON SESSION, FRIDAY.
This session opened with Indian Club Exercise

by five High school students, directed by Mr. J.
Grey. These exercises were conducted to the
sound of music made with a mouth-organ by one of
the students, and were performed with regularity
and precision.

Points of interest in London, England, were
taken up for thirty minutes by Mr. R. D. Hall, who
had visited England during the summer holidays,
and made special notes on many of the things he
described.

Mr. M. J. McKenzie read a paper on fifth class
literature. Different views respecting what should
be considered literature were given, and the view
that only what gives pleasure of some kind should
be classed as literature, was favored. Illustrations
from different authors were given in support of the
ideas advanced. The object of the teacher of fifth
class literature should be to give his pupils a clear
and intelligent comprehension of the selections
studied ; to lead them to discover the skill of the
authors in the use of words, figures of speech,
arrangement of sentences, and the development of
the leading ideas and the weaving in the subordi-
nate parts, and to have the pupils prove their mas-
tery of the parts studied by expressing the thoughts
properly in their own words. The materials neces-
sary to a broad and complete knowledge of the
selections should be obtained by extensive reading.
The pupils should be inspired with a love for the
true, the beautiful, the noble, the good, in art, in
nature, in character.

Miss J. Barr, of the Kincardine High school,
gave a short address on reading, The first object
of the teacher, she said, should be to put the pupils
in possession of the thoughts contained in the
selection to be read. This could be done by asking
appropriate questions, and having the pupils answer
them in their own words. When the teacher is
sure the pupils have found al] the thoughts, he
should get them to realize them by fancying all the
circumstances and the characters. This may be
done by leading the pupil in imagination to see
everything as he would see it if he had been an
eye-witness. After finding and realizing all the
thoughts, there will be very little difficulty in getting
correct emphasis, inflection, tone, pitch and expres-
sion.

Miss L. MacLam, with a class of twelve little

boys and girls from the Elgin Market school,
illustrated well her method of using the numeral
frame. The process was carried on with the balls
on the wires, and at the same time by means o
picture numbers on the board.

IN your issue of 15th inst. (p. 204) you name
Napanee as a town which serves as county town for
two counties.

This is inaccurate. Napanee serves as county
town for one county only, the corporate name being
"The County of Lennox and Addington.'

Many are deceived by the peculiar designation
and suppose each portion of the name to be appli-
cable to a separate group of townships, as in the
case of "The United Counties of Northumberland
and Durham," of which Cobourg is the county town.
-J. BOWERMAN, Napanee, Nov. 25th.

To the question regarding home work, allow me
to say that I can get along, and they can also, much
better with home work than without it. How can
pupils be taught to think if they are only asked to
do so in the school-room ? Where is the harm of
home work? To my experience I look when I give
this statement. Hoping to hear from others, I
remain, yours etc., N. E. HINCH, Teacher.

I. WHERE can a compound microscope, such as
is referred to in Department Regulations respecting
Botany for Form III., be obtained, and probable
price ?

2. What is meant by "the author's syllabus of
work" in referring to the High School Zoology? I
have the text-book but cannot find the syllabus.-
F. W. B.

[Microscopes can, of course, be procured from
any dealer in optical instruments. But perhaps some
reader who knows will kindly say if any special
arrangement is made for procuring these instru-
ments, and also answer second question.

i. Teacher engages with Board Trustees for year-
ly salary, and afterwards they agree by resolution
that he is to teach six hours instead of the usual five
and a-half per day, and rEceive same rate for extra
halfhour's teaching. In consequence ofsickness, by
their order, the school is closed for two weeks.
They then hold that teacher ought to receive pay by
law for the usual five and a-half hours, but not for
the other half hour. They also deduct for two days
teacher was at convention, when school was closed
by order of Inspector, etc

2. State any particulars in'which "French Civil,
Law " differs from British Civil Law. The above is
given in Public School History, page 164, at the
bottom.

3. Explain Seignorial Tenure. Is this in force
in Quebec at present, this land system, or have they
Freehold Tenure?

4. A teacher being engaged by the month, is his
salary for month due at end of teaching for month,
or must he wait till i st of next month ? If due
when teaching is done, and, if it be delayed, what
course should be taken ?-SUBSCRIBER.

[i. Those trustees certainly draw the lines very
fine. It seems reasonable and just that the teachers
should be paid at the full rate agreed on for the time'
when school is closed through sickness, and also
during absence at convention. 2. There are im-
portant differences both in the constitution of the,
Courts of Civil Jurisdiction, and in the matters with
which they may deal. For instance, in Quebec
Justices of the Peace may collect assessments for
building or repairing churches, parsonages and
churchyards. 3. The Seignorial Tenure was a
system under which all the lands of the Province
were held by the Seigneurs or nobles, under grants
from the French kings. Under this system all the
small farmers held their lands as tenants, on condi-
tion of paying certain levies and performing certain
services for the nobles. The Seignorial Tenure
was abolished in 1854, and compensation granted to
the Seigneurs for the surrender of their priviliges
4. We do not understand the question. The end of
one month is separated from the beginning of the
next only by a second or point of time-or-say, by
a day.
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UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO - ANNUAL
EXAMINATIONS, 1890.

JUNIOR MATRICULATION.
ARTS.

ALGEBRA,

PASS.

Examiner-A. R. BAIN, LL.D.

NOTE.-Candidates for Scholarships are to omit
questions i and ii. For all others (whether for
Pass or Honors or the Junior Leaving Examina-
tion) any nine questions will constitute a full paper.

i. Divide

a-i b-i c-I1
a b -I+c -C i by 2 - (a+ b+ ca b caisc

Prove that x" -y" is divisible by x-y for all
positive integral values of n and utilize the theorem
for determinng whether x" + y" is or is not divis-
ible by x-y.

From the result obtained by dividing x3 - y3

by x - y write out the quotient of

(a-2bJ c +d)3 - 125(a+d)3 by(a- 2b J c +d)
- 5(a+d).*

2. Factor
(i) 3ac(d - c) + 3cb(3c - 3d) + 3ab(c - d) + a 2(d - c)
(2) x 8y+x 2yz+x 5z - xya - zy3 

- xzy 2

3. Simplify
(1) x(y+z-x) y(z+x-y) z(x+y-z)

(x-y)(x-z) (y-z)(y-x) (z - x)(z - y)

(2) a- +b" -a-" -b-" u-a )(b' - b )
a" b" - a-b-" aib + ab U

4. Show that

() z+y=o, if X y z
b-a c-b b-c

(2) A2  B2 C2 A2 +B 2 +C 2 A B C
+ + ~ if -

2 2 ¯2 x2 +y 2 +z 2  
x y z

ana x2  y2 'z 2

a2  b2  c2

5. A and B were travelling on the same road
toward Toronto, A at the rate of a miles, B at the
rate of b miles per hour. At noon A was m miles
and at 6 p.m. B was n miles from Toronto. Find
how many hours from noon A passed B, a being
greater than b. Interpret the result when m= 40,
a=5, b= 3 and n=26; also when n= 18.

6. Solve
(1) xyz=a(yz-zx-xy)=b(zx -xy-yz)=c(xy-

yz-zx).

(2) (a+b)2y+ fi (c+d)-(a+b)S þ 2(a+b)3

(a+b)(c+d) (c+d)
+(c+d)3x.

(a+bXc+d)x=(c+d)y -2(a+b).

7. Solve (1) X2 -4x+3-7 Ix2 -9x -6=5x-3.
(2) 2x2 - xy=6 and 2y 2 -3xy=8.

8. Investigate the relations of the roots of ax2 +
bx + c o to the coefficients.

Find what values of m will give equal roots to
X2 -3(2+m)x+9(5+m)=o.

and solve in the equation in each case.
9. -Using the relations referred to in the first

part of -uet 81d

fi;ýýMinýfioq

1 o , eteiiine wiat vaiues o the irac- tin.

tien wiî mae x imaginary. (c) Harness the horse as quickly as you can.

F -4 3. (a) Write a sentence containing a predicate
rule forom the expnsion of (x+y)2 deduce the adjective.r extractinge square root of numbers. Which is the predicate adjective? Why?

Find the sq. root of - -6 ~(b) Write a sentence having an adverb phrase.
Determine for what values of a a b t ex Which is the adverb phrase? Why ?îneferwha vauesofa andl b the ex- (c) Write a complex sentence containing a noun-

pression x®+24x5+ax4+bxa-31x2+70x+ 49 is a clause.
perfect square. Which is the noun clause? Why?

ii. A nan divides S43oo ita twe mins ind 4. Write the following, chanling the nouns, pro-litd tbm aItdifférent rates of interust. He finals nouns andl pronominal adjectives into the plural
tbe-i=om*,guga thp tpbgequial. If 1w haît forro anal malte the ailier changes'rendereal noces-1oý b ir iteru fteseon& h 1wouldV

have received $36, and the second at the rate of the
first he would have obtained $49. Find the rates of
interest.

12. Define "Surds," " Imaginary Quantities," and
Conjugate Complex Quantities."

Give the value of (i + i/- 1)"
Find the rationalizing factor of any binominal

a c

surd in the form x b + y I; and apply the result

to the example x+(y+z)

BOTANY.
HONORS.

Examiner-J. J. MACKENZIE, B.A.

NOTE.-Honor candidates and candidates for
the Senior Leaving Examination will answer the
first four and any two of the last four questions.
Candidates for Scholarships must answer the ques-
tions marked with an asterisk.

*i. Describe accurately the flowering plant sub-
mitted. Point out the characters which may be
considered as belonging to the species.

*2. Refer it to its proper position amongst Phan-
erogams and name several allied Canadian species.

*3. Make drawings to illustrate the parts of the
flower. Construct a floral diagram.

*4. Describe and illustrate by drawings the Cryp-
togamic plant submitted.

'5. Give a full account of, and illustrate by draw-
ings, the structure of the flower in the sedges. How
are they adapted to cross fertilization ?

6. Describe the minute structure of a typical
leaf,

*7. Describe fully the reproduction in the com-
mon ferns. What is meant by heterosporous
ferns? Compare fern reproduction with the repro-
duction of the mosses.

8. Give a full accounr of the structure and physi-
ological peculiarities of the fungi. Compare the
structure of the common mushroom with that of the
moulds.

EAST MIDDLESEX PROMOTION AND
REVIEW EXAMINATION, Nov. 1890.

3RD TO 4TH CLASS.
GRAMMAR.

Time-29 hours.
LIMIT OF WORK.-The sentence, clause and

phrase. Classification of parts of speech. Inflec-
tions of nouns and pronouns4 Analysis and par-
sing. (The first twenty-nine lessons of the author-
ized text-book.)

Insist on neat and legible writing. One mark off
for every mistake in spelling.

I. Analyze

(a) King John hearing this went to their assist-
ance with his army.

(b) In the dark forests of Russia wolves roam
about in countless numbers.

(c) Never will he see his home again.
(d) A brave man standing on the shore saw the

danger.
(e) In the year 1759 General Wolfe, com-

mander of the British troops in America, defeated
Montcalm at Quebec.

2. Parse the italicized words (as fully as required
in the above limit of work).

(a) A Pear tree does not always bearfruit.
- (b) An iron ruler is heavier than one made of
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Vainly the fowler's eye
Might mark thy distant flight to do thee wrong,
As, darkly painted on the crimson sky,

Thy figure floats along.

5. Correct :

(a) Me and her tried to look seriously when
he began to speak so earnest.

(b) Would you like me to learn you to sing ?
(c) When a person begins to talk like that they

ought to be ashamed of theirselves.
(d) I shall try and come to school more regu-

lar in future and study grammar harder than I ever
done before.

(e) I can see that each of the boys are return-
ing back.

LITERATURE.

Time- y hours.

LIMIT OF WORK.-The * meaning of words,
phrases, sentences and paragraphs in the reading
lessons of the Third Reader.

With books open, write the answers of these
questions in complete sentences.

i. Lesson XXI. Page 66.
(a) i ith line, " Disarmed revellers." Who

were they? Why said to be disarmed ? Why
called revellers ?

(b) 14th line, 'Put to the sword." Explain.
(c) 16th une, "Never afterwards felt so sure."

So sure of what? Why ?
(d) Describe Douglas's stratagem or trick to

escape the notice of the sentinel.
(e) The picture, page 63. Who are the per-

sons shown in the picture ? What are those three
oblong holes seen in the turret at the end of the
walk ?

2. Lesson XXVI. Page 78.
(f) 6th line. Why should- swinging on the

garden gate put them in danger of drowning?

(g) 2nd and 3rd paragraphs. Describe the
two kînds of fence used in Holland to separate
fields or farms.

(h) 2oth line, "Grow from aprons to full
beards." Explain.

(t) 21St lne, "One to start the water-rings."
Explain.

( ) Page 8o, iith line, " No water fit to swal-
low." Why?

(k) Page 8o, 22nd line, What makes the trees
look so peculiar ? Use an equivalent word or phrase
instead of " bobbed."

(Z) Page 80, 4th paragraph. Explain " three
abreast " and "loose heels."

3. Lesson XLIII. Page 115.
(m) Is this prose or poety ? Give reasons for

answer.
(n) Select three pairs of words that rhyme.
(o) Tell in your own words three good things

the fairies did.
(P) Quote the lines on pages 117 and i 18 that

refer to the wheat shown in the picture.
(q) Quote the lines on pages 1î6 and i 18 that

refer to what the lower fairy in the left of the pic-
ture is doing.

(r) Quote the lines on page 118 that refer to
the man in the little square picture.

(s) What is he holding in his hand?
(t) Quote the lines on page i17 that tell what

the fairy in the right of the picture is doing.

4. Lesson XLIV. Page i19.
(u) How many paragraphs in this lesson ?
(v) Tell in a short sentence the subject of the

first paragraph ; of the second ; of the third and
so on to the last.

NEARLY every teacher has noticed that there are
times when the school is very noisy. Slates fall,
there is more or less whispering that can be heard,
if not traced to its source, feet shoved to and fro
over the floor, and yet no one seems to be making
any intentional noise. At such tinies it is well to
stop all work. Throw the windows open and have
a few minutes of gymnastic exercise or marching
to lively music. After it is over the business of
studying will, go, on as quietly as usual. 'Some-
times when the pupils seem tireal, anal work drags,
tell 'themr to'ý close their books while. yoù read an

~interesiing storv.-ExrhaýMPÈ
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A FEW MISUSED WORDS.

ALLUDE to, vulgarism for refer to, or mention;
e.g. "the letter you allude to" though you have
alluded to nothing, but have told your story
straightforwardly, without hint or innuendo of any
kind.

ALONE, for only, as, 4I am not alone bound by
honor."

AMONG, as: "He was there among the rest,"
for " was in the company," or " was with the rest."

As, for (I.) so is almost universal. The rule is
that the double as should be employed only when
there is direct comparison. The most prevalent
misuse is in connection with soon; (I.) for that,as:
"I don't know as they do."

BE, means solely state, existence ; but of ail vul-
garisms the most common is to use it to indicate
motion ; and, as a verb of motion naturally takes
to after it, the confusion about the proper use of be
induces a corresponding misuse of Io, where no
idea of motion is intended to be conveyed. "I
have been to New York" is in no case right, but it
is used in two senses : (i) " I was in New York;
(2) " I went (or have gone) to New York." Many
persons who do not say, " I was to Boston," find
"I was up (or down) to Boston," unobjectionable;
and others, who would not say, "I shall be to the
theatre this evening," invariably say, "I have been
to church this morning." " Pretty as she can be "
is used as an emphatic phrase, whereas we are all
of us as pretty as we can be ; it is not owing to
man's intention or carelessness that he is ugly.

BUT. (i) We may say that a man is "old but
vigorous," because vigor united witb age is some-
thing unexpected ; but we have no right to say,
"old but respectable;" (2) "I do not doubt but
that he will come." The but is wholly unnecessary,
and a vulgarism.

CAN, for may. A mistress will say to a servant,
"You can go out," meaning to give her permission
to go out, the proper word for which is may. There
is no question whether the girl could go out, i.e.,
had the ability to do so.

CATCH, for reach, as : Catch a car.
CENTRE, for middle. This very simple word

cornes in for a good deal of maltreatment in our
days. It means merely a point, never a line ; as,
"A gangway was left down the centre of the room."

COME OFF, for take place. "The concert will
come off to-morrow." This vulgarism should never
be heard beyond the cockpit.

CONSIDER, for deem. It means to reflect upon,
to take into consideration. We deem a man honest;
we consider the question of his honesty. " Do you
consider the dispute settled ?" will ever be bad
English, however generally sanctioned.-Exchange.

INDOOR NOONINGS.
BEBE.

KNOWING the difficulty that teachers are sure to
find in properly directing the activities of their
pupils during the noon-hour on stormy days, I offer
sorne suggestions regarding amusements, which be-
guiled the time and made us all happier for the
afternoon.

Little girls, almost without exception, love dolls
-the larger the more charming. An old song, to
the tune, "Glasgow Ships Come Sailing In," proved
to us a valuable find. With this paper I send it.
The lasses with cloaks, hoods and scarfs, prepare
the dollies-more truly babies. This was entertain-
ment for many minutes. When ready, the " little
mothers " form in procession, and, singing the first
verse, march forward. Standing in line, they carry
out all the requirements in the management of their
" dollies dear." Sometimes the performance is re-
peated, but usually it ends up in playing " keeping
house and visiting."

CAUTION.-The little ladies must be very careful
of the wraps and return them to their hooks always,
else the play cannot be permitted.

That old game, " Jacob and Ruth," is always new.
A ring, as large as the space in the front of the room
allows, is formed, and Ruth trips round with the little
sih/ery-toned bell, which is sole answerer to blind-
folded Jacob's oft-repeated qustion, "Ruth, where
art thou ?"

As these are almost the only occasions in which
the boys and girls have their games together, I
actually believe that these noons have a good in-
fluence on both lads and lasses.

The little folks have a preference for companions
of their own size and age, therefore, if the players in
front may be safely left, the teacher may start "hot
beans for supper," or " button, button ; who's got
the button ?" for the little ones.

One game does not often last the whole forty
minutes (I have allowed only twenty minutes for
luncheon), but the children are themselves probably
supplied with a list, and thus we learn new plays.

After the New Year I intend to introduce the
"bean bag," or, as our name is, "Jumbo." It is now
a well known game, so I forbear description further
than that the necessaries are a wide board with a
square hole. The board is kept in a slightly slant-
ing position by a support. Four small bags and one
larger-the Jumbo-are filled with beans, and each
counts so many-ten or twenty. Sides are chosen,
and the throwing proceeds.

DOLLIES DEAR.
Tune-" Glasgow Ships Come Sailing In."

HERE we come with our dollies dear, dollies dear,
dollies dear,

Here we come with our dollies dear,
And we're their little mothers. (Al bow).

This is the way we love our dolls, love our dolls,
love our dolls. (Caressing them with hands).

This the way we love our dolls,
When they are good and gentle.

This is the way we scold our dolls, scold our dolls,
scold our dolls. (Shaking hands with fore-
finger lifted).

This is the way we scold our dolls,
When they are very naughty.

This is the way we comb their hair, etc., etc., etc.
(Imitate combing),

To make them neat and pretty.

This is the way we mend their clothes, etc., etc.,
etc. (Imitate sewing),

When they have torn and ripped them.

This is the way we carry them, etc., etc., etc.
( Walkingforward and turning),

When we go out to visit.

This is the way we sing to them, etc., etc., etc.
(Rocking in their arms),

When they are tired and sleepy.

This is the way we lay them down,
(Laying them on thejoor),

To sleep until the morning.

etc., etc., etc.

This is the way we take them up, etc., etc., etc.
(Taking them up),

And kiss them in the morning. (Kissing them).

And now we think we'll say good-bye, etc., etc.,
etc.,

As we are tired of singing. (Bow and march of).

MUSIC.

1 HAVE had a very interesting time lately, teach-
ing my pupils to read music, and perhaps a few
suggestions as to the plan I have followed may be
of interest to some.

Since each tone of the scale has its peculiar mental
effect, I believe that, at as early a stage as possible,
the mental effect should always precede the sound-
ing of the tone just as thoughts precede oral lan-
guage ; and further, that the more vivid the mental
effect the truer will be the tone, just as clearness of
thought aids clearness of expression. I believe,
also, that the cultivation of the imagination may
greatly assist in forming and fostering these mental
effects. Below is a brief outline of how I have
sought to attain this end.

Taking " doh," thefir or solid tone, for the first
lesson, I sound the tone, exaggerating its mental
effect ; the children sound it ; I give hand sign ; the
children imitate. We sound " doh " while making
the hand sign. I call attention to its mental effect.
The children stand and mark time. They are on a
solid floor ; "doh" is a solid tone. We mark time
while sounding " doh." I may then take them in
imagination to a large flat rock. Let us mark

time here and sing " doh." " Doh " is firm and
solid like the rock. i then sing two or three tones,
one of which is "' doh," to the same syllable, exag-
gerating the mental effect of the solid one, and ask
the pupils to tell which it is.

" Me " cornes next. I now in imagination take
the pupils for a boat ride where the peacefd, steady
motion of the row-boat as it glides slowly down the
stream suggests the mental impression of this tone.
Also, in making the hand sign, we may imitate the
peaceful gliding motion of the boat, and thus foster
the mental effect of the tone.

In singing "soh " the children imagine they are
just dismissed for recess where the full, joyful tone
of " soh " and the throwing up of the hand as in the
hand sign,as they often do in their play, cornes quite
natural. In a senior class each boy may imagine
he is an eloquent orator addressing a large audience.

Before introducing " ray " we have a review with
special attention to "me," and go for another boat
ride, being careful not to get into deep water. Now,
by some accident the boat upsets and we all strugge
for the shore. The rousing, hopeful tone is now
introduced, and its hand sign may represent us
holding our heads above water as we are breasting
the current. Soon we reach the shore, and when on
solid ground, we feel like singing " doh."

In singing "te " the .iercing or sensitive tone,
the girls may be reminded of the old custom of pierc-
ng the ears.

" Lah " is the little boy that is always crying and
hanging his head. Let us imitate him just a little
while.

With " fah " we imagine burselves in the middle
of a desert and are filled with awe as we view the
heavens by night.

TEACHER No. i GREY TOWNSHIP.

A THING of beauty is a joy forever :
Its loveliness increases ; it will never

Pass into nothingness ; but still will keep
A bower quiet for us, and a sleep

Full of sweet dreams, and health, and quiet breath-
ing. -Keats.

I LEARNED, by practical experience, that two
factors go to the formation of a teacher. In regard
to knowledge, he must, of course, be master of his
work. But knowledge is not ail. There may be
knowledge without power-the ability to inform
without the ability to stimulate. Both go together
in the true teacher. A power of character must
underlie and enforce the work of the intellect.
There are men who can so rouse and energize their
pupils, so call forth their strength and the pleasure
of its exercise, as to make the hardest work agree-
able. Without this power, it is questionable
whether the teacher can ever really enjoy his voca-
tion ; with it, I do not know a higher, nobler, more
blessed calling than that of the man who, scorning
the " cramming " so prevalent in our day, converts
the knowledge he imparts imto a lever, to lift, exer-
cise, and strengthen the growing minds committed
to his care.-Prof Tyndall, in The Forum.

ONE of the most valuable lessons the school can
teach is self-control, a command of the temper.
No teacher can hope for success without the con-
trol of temper that will enable him to keep his head
under the numerous provocations of school life.
We know a teacher, who when an angry pupil
cornes before him for reproof, says: " You are not
fit to talk to now about this matter; you are angry,
and an angry pupil has not his usual sense. Go oyt,
sit down, get your temper back, and then come to
me, and we can adjust this difficulty in a little
while." This advice applies to the teacher with as
much force as to the pupil. An angry teacher is
not in a condition to pass just judgment upon a
case, and if he acts while in a passion, he is almost
sure to have cause to regret his haste. An exhibi-
tion of passion on the part of the teacher injures him
in the estimation of the school, and weakens bis
authority. Punishment administered in a fit ofeanger
is subversive of the ends for which it is given, and
fails to carry with it the moral support of the
school. The pupil feels that if he can only avoid
the teacher until bis anger is gone he will escape
punishment. Under no circumstances should a
teacher allow himself to fly into a passion in the
school-room, and in case he finds his temper rising
to an unseemly height, he should dismiss the matter
in hand until he is again master of him.-Central
Scholfournal.
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English must have a wonderful vitality or it
never could have survived.

The new English curriculumr presents a
cheering contrast. The pass man of the
first year has no Craik, Earle, or Bain to
worry over. Instead, he reads three plays
of Shakespeare, an essay from each of the
following modern masters of prose :-Irv-
ing, Lamb, DeQuincey, Emerson, Arnold,
and Morley, and is required to give evidence
of a practical knowledge of English by
writing an essay at the examination. In the
other years the same kind of improvement
is evident ; there is a great deal of good lit-
erature to be read, and very little criticism
and history of literature. Besides, the study
of Anglo-Saxon is introduced, so that now
it is possible for a student to get a fair view
of the whole course of English literature
from the earliest times down to the present.
It should be a matter for sincere congratu-
lation that there is now a course in English
which is a credit to the university and to
Canada as an English-speaking people.

A WELL-FOUNDED COMPLAINT.

T HE lecturers in Latin and in the various
Modern Languages taught in the Uni-

versity of Toronto have sent a strongly
worded memorial to the Senate, calling
attention to the injustice done to them-
selves and the departments of instruction
over which they respectively preside, in the
fact that those departments are entirely
without representation on the Councils of
both the University and University College.
They point out that under the present cur-
riculum, Latin, German, French, etc., are
assigned places as important as other sub-

jects which are represented by Professors
in the Councils ; that questions affecting
the efficiency of their (the lecturers) depart-
ments frequently come up for discussion in
the Councils, and are, necessarily under
the present arrangements, decided without
reference to those who know most about
these matters, and who are as fully and
directly responsible for the efficiency of
the instruction in these subjects as are
the Professors in other departments for
the efficiency of that given in theirs,
and that the admitted principle, unques-
tionably a sound one, that the various
departments of instruction should be repre-
sented in the Councils, is violated in res-
pect to all those presided over by the
memorialists. All these are links in a
chain of argument which seems essentially
unbreakable. The facts that the memorial-
ists are not dubbed professors, and that
their salaries are smaller than those of their
colleagueswho have attained to that dignity,
might perhaps give grounds for additional
complaints, but certainly can constitute no
sufficient reason why the lecturers should
be placed at a marked disadvantage in
reference to their work as instructors, as
compared with their more fortunate col-
leiguses.
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VENTILATION OF SCHOOL
HOUSES.

T HIS is a matter the importance of which
can scarcely be over-estimated. We

commend the following excellent and prac-
cal observations made by Mr. J. Dearness,
I.P.S., London, in his recent report to the
County Council of Middlesex, to the atten-
tion of ail concerned:

No other person than an inspector going
out and in different schools, as he does all
the year round, and noting the effects of
foui air and fresh air on the pupils and on
his own feelings, can be more strongly
impressed with the paramount importance
of good ventilation for the school-room.
In an atmosphere impoverished of oxygen,
charged with chalk dust, floor dust, and
the exhalations from the lungs and bodies
of thirty or forty occupants of the room, it
is impossible that the children can either
thrive well or study well. The better and
tighter the buildings are made the worse
they are for ventilation, if provision is not
made to draw out the foui air and supply
its place with pure life-giving air from out
doors.

Theoretically there is no other plan so
practical and economical as to heat and
ventilate by warm-air f urnaces, and in most
of the new schools recently erected base-
ments are excavated to receive a furnace.
But the very large majority of schools in
the division are comparativelynew buildings
and constructed without any reference to
furnace heating, and will for many years
to come continue to be heated by stoves,
although at the last annual meeting in two
sections the trustees were empgwered to
excavate under the present school-houses
and to have furnaces put in.

School boards that will not or cannot get
a furnace could easily, and with incalcu-
lable advantage, follow the example set by
No. 14, Dorchester. No other school in the
division was formerly worse ventilated, and
except those having furnaces, no other is
now so well ventilated as No. 15. The means
employed are cheap, simple and compara-
tively effective. A galvanized iron shaft
of about one foot in diameter is carried from
near the floor at the back of the room, heated
by being led along (and for six or eight feet
of the way enclosing) the stovepipe and then
taken up through the ridge of the roof.
There is, through this shaft, a strong cur-
rent of foul air constantly drawn off while
the stovepipe is warm. The fresh air is
brought in by a duct passing under the
floor into a jacket enclosing the upright
part of the stovepipe. The cost did not
exceed $20. I drew a plan for No. 1o,
Westminster, that I think would be more
convenient and effective and woûld look
neater. Two foui air shafts with oblong
cross section were carried from near the
floor, one near each corner, so as not to
obstruct the blackboard and led into a shaft
hugging the stovepipe (half enclosing it) its
whole length, and taken out through the
ridge over the stove. The fresh air is

brought in through a duct made by floor-
ing two joists passing under the stove from
side to side of the building and opening it
into a chamber heated by half the bottom,
the back, and half the top of the stove and
three or four feet of the pipe. The estimate
for this did not exceed $25.

LANGUAGE AND GRAMMAR.

THESE are but obverse sides of the one
thing-which thing is the verbal ex-

pression of ideas. The function of school
education is to equip the child with that
knowledge by which he shall be able to
direct himself in acquiring skill in any art,
and pass on to the acquisition of new know-
ledge. The art side of verbal expression
of ideas is the first knowledge the child
acquires. It learns to talk, to write, and to in-
terpret language by " doing." But the rule,
in so far as the child is conscious of one, is
the " rule-of-thumb." He does so because
that is the way others do. It is a sufficient
reason that " the book says s.o." Even the
disciples of Socrates are said to have been
satisfied of the truth of any proposition when
it could be proved that "he said it." This
is the attitude of credulity, and it is the
one in which the child approaches the study
of every subject. The attitude of scepticism,
or the inquiry for the reason of things, is the
one that leads to a scientific mastery of a
subject. Until one has reduced his know-
ledge to a "causal series," he bas no real
knowledge of anything. He has merely
items or material of knowledge. How to
lead the child to arrange his knowledge
in a "causal series," and to make him
dissatisfied until this is done, is the problem
of intellectual training. The spirit of inquiry
into the reasons of things having been estab-
lished, the learner will go on with increasing
zeal in the investigation of the deeper causes
that were at first beyond his ken. Aristotle
long ago noted the order of our growth in
scientific knowledge by distinguishing the
differentsenses in whichcause can be thought,
viz. : () " material cause"; (2) " efficient
cause"; (3) "final cause"; (4) "formal
cause." Man's intellectual growth is mea-
sured by the sense in which he uses the
word cause in his thoughts about things.
The young child uses it chiefly in the first
sense ; the philosopher in ail four. It is
the doctrine of The Yournal that it is the
function of the teacher to lead the child on
to the inquiry for a sufficient reason for
everything that he does, as fast as he is able
to go. What would be a sufficient reason
to him in one stage of his growth will be
insufficient in a later stage. But in what-
soever stage he is, he should ever be looking
for the reason of things. In teaching the
" verbal expression of ideas," therefore, the
teacher should keep constantly in mind that
the " doing "-the " language work "-in
which the child learns to use language by
being told how to use it and by constant
practice in it under direction, is to look for-
ward to and prepare the way for the dis-
covery of the laws that govern in the verbal
expression of thoughts. These laws con-\
stitute what is called grammar. One of the
hopeful signs of progress at this time is
that the importance of a knowledge of the
grammar of our language is coming to be

appreciated. Some very excellent people
led off a few years ago in a crusade against
grammar, because in our machine-way of
doing everything then, the results in gram-
mar study seemed to be of less value than
in any others. Grammar positively refuses
to be ground out through a pedagogical
machine or a " normal method." So the cry
of " burn ail the grammars " was raised, and
in some sections of the country there is a
large class of younger teachers who have no
other knowledge of their language than that
which the children thenselves have. They
have a little riore skill than the children
in using'it. But they are as helpless as
the children when a knowledge of the laws
of the structure of sentences is demanded of
them. There is now a movement setting in
for the teaching of "language" in such a
manner that the child's powers of reflection
shall be used as fast as they unfold, and in
such a way that when he comes to the age
that he can make a study of the grammar
of the language as a science he will find the
road a short and easy one.-Public School
yournal.

PROFESSOR E. A. FREEMAN, of Oxford,
has written an article for the North Ameri-
can Review which is announced to appear
in an early number, on " Modern Life in
English Universities."

THE Primary Sunday-school lessons (from
a kindergarten stand-point), by Miss Anna
E. Bryan, are continued in the December
Kindergarten (Chicago,) and are proving
to be very popular because of their practi-
cal help in the difficult undertaking of
teaching the Sunday-school infant class.

PROF. HUXLEY bas attacked the idea
that the people who spoke Aryan were one
distinct race. His discussion of this point
will be printed in The Popular Science
Monthly for January and February, under
the title " The Aryan Question and Prehis-
toric Man."

Babyhood (Babyhood Publishing Co.,
New York), for December, is an excellent
number of this excellent magazine for
mothers. Besides useful and suggestive
editorial notes, it contains papers by
competent writers on such subjects as
" Children's Coughs," " What May Be Done
To Prevent Diphtheria," " Nursery Helps
and Novelties," "Toys and Amusements,"
etc. Every mother would be the better for
the monthly visits of this well conducted
magazine, and to very many its pages would
be a revelation, a help and an. inspiration.

A NEW monthly has been started by E.
L. Kellogg & Co., of New York and Chica-
go, called Our Times. The plan of this
paper is to give a clear idea of what is going
on in the world from month to month.
Though designed specially for teachers, it
is of interest to ail who wish to keep track
of the current events of the world that con-
tribute to its real progress. It gives all the
important news of the month without the
murders and scandais. A clear, compre-
hensive review of the contents is also given
with numerous suggestions as to teaching
them.
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"Since I left Boston the very evening of the Wed-
nesday mentioned, the last home I visited on Massa-
chusetts' soil was that of the wide-renowned Long-
fellow. My way thither led me past Mt. Auburn
Cemetery, where all that is mortal of our poet now
lies. Not far from the stately entrance gate, on a
side path, is a small plot, containing a solitary
mound, marked by no lofty monument or elegant
shaft-men whose memories are enshrined in the
hearts of the people, need no such memorial-only
a simple rectangular block of reddish-pink granite
indicates the poet's last resting place. On the
front of the smooth, but unpolished stone, is the one

word ' Longfellow' ; on one end,
A VISIT TO LONGFELLOW'S HOME. an odd inscription something like

t-I this .BY MISS JENNETTE STREET. - -M -- Which being interpreted is:
TINKLE! tinkle ! tinkle ! L. U n a "The light, the law, the leader,"I wonder how many times that bell has rung __

this evening"; Mrs. Richards remarked, laughing the king."
softly to herself. " Evidently there is something of .- Was ever so much said in so
unusual interest to come before the Chit-Chat Club, little?
at this meeting. I believe Il invite myself to "Quiet reigns all about, and thoughtfully gazing
attend,"-and acting straightway upon this impulse over the beautiful city of the dead, I call to mind
the lady glided down the stair-case and paused at Agassiz, the great scientist, the warm friend of our
the dr.awing-room door. poet, who sleeps on the hill-side yonder ; and

"Does the Chit-Chat Club admit unoffending Charles Summer, the anti-slavery orator, who was
visitors?" shequeriedpleadingly. Tenbrightyoung one of the 'three friends, all true and tried' men-
faces, turned nstantly toward her, assured her of tioned in the poem 'To the River Charles.' Many
her welcome, though several laughing voices other distinguished men are gathered here, but it is
demurred-" O, Mrs. Richards, that really isn't especially pleasant to think of these three, so often
fair'! You know we are the nucleus of what together in life, in death not divided.
will some day be the great Canadian Sororis, and " A little farther down Brattle Street, and here is
are therefore entitled to some respect ! Of course, Elmwood, the home of Longfellow's witty fellow-
we can't work without some talking !" Theincorrigi- poet, Lowell. The old colonial mansion, lone and
ble Mrs. Richards bowed low in mock humilhty. "I deserted, the poorly cared for avenues, the scattered
beg this august body to pardon me," said she, "and old elm trees, present but a sad contrast to the pic-
humbly petition to view from some distant corner, ture of 'the poet's house in the Elmwood thickets,'
its mighty transactions. Perhaps, as I have some given us by Longfellow in 'The Herons of Elm-
knowledge of arboriculture, I may be able to tell wood.' There are no herons here'now and only the
you how your acorn of influence is sprouting and lonely robin's chirp among the branches. Several
whether the grand oak whose branches are to years ago, Ole Bull's widow spent a winter here, but
extend over all Canada, is destined ever to grow." since then, the picturesque place has been most of
" Mamma, you are still sceptical, I see," remarked the time unoccupied. Ole Bull, you will remember,
the lady's fair daughter, as amid laughing remon- was another friend of oui genial Longfellow, and
strances, Mrs. Richards was ushered to a seat of you cannot find a better description of the fampus
honor, "but to show that we are in real earnest, I will violinist than the sketch of the musician in the pre-
at once call this assembly to order, and request the lude to the wayside Inn,
secretary to read a report of our last meeting." . .
Immediately silence prevailed in the room, while a r-haire blue-eyed, his aspect blithe,
bright-Iaced, nelgn on wmntlsmî His figure taîl and straight and lithe,

an irect , intelhigent young woman told, simply And every feature ofhis face 'andir y, how they, a company of ten school Reveng fisture is face
girls, weary of the monotonous routine of French Reveahng his Norwegian race
and German, Latin and Greek, Euclid and Algebra, * * * * * * *
and feeling that, in their haste to reach the sum- The angel with the violin.
mit of learning's mount, they were missing many of Painted by Raphael he seemed.'
the sweet blossoms of literature that grow along the "On down thisquiet,shady street,past fine modernway, had resolved to devote one evening of every housessprinkled inamongstthebroad-piazzed, white-fortnight to the discussion of some author-his life, columned old dwellings and we have reached thehis home, his friends. Partlï because the works of home of Mrs. Thorpe,-a large modern house with-Longfellowwere nowbeing read allover fair Ontario; drawn from the street ; next is its counterpart,partly because he, more than any modern writer, equally spacious and handsome, the home of Mrs.was the universal poet, a favorite in every house- Dana. Both these' ladies are daughters of Mr.hold, they had chosen to discuss at this, their first d th · d . .o
meeting, the well-known American and his associa Longfellow, an eir welngs are on the Craigie
tions. Therefore they deemed it a very fortiate Estate, and within the shadow of the Craigie House
circumstance that one of their number, already itself,-dear old Craigie House, known by every man
familiar with Cambridge, Mass., and its vicrnity woman and child within a radius of twenty miles, as
should have recently visited the oet's old hoty, the abode of Longfellow. Yet it is an unpretentiousshoere;aferrecwtey suld e betso harrome three-storied dwelling, yellow, with white trimmingstheoe; for now they should be able to hear fro one and dark green blinds, and it stands modestly backwho knew whereof she spoke, somethîng of Long-frmtesetwihaedeunngaognfot
fellow's home and friends. Hereupon the president from the street with a hedge runnmg along m front
was forced to hush the exclamations of pleasure and of it. Large elms shade the broad piazzas, of which
approval that broke forth as the Secretary resumed one, on the western side of the house, looks out
her seat, and the essayist of the evening was toward the above mentioned homes of Mr. Long-
announéed. fellow's daughters ; the other on the east looks across

Mrs. Richards looked with much curiosity at the a velvety lawn, aipon the stately buildings and exten-
rather insgnificataat embarrassed girl sive grounds of the Harvard Theological School.who now came and somre at i what she In front and on the opposite side of the street, is a
heard :- large meadow extendng down to the Charles River.

"As the members of the Sororis may wonder that This land was bought some years before his death,
I should have been so favored, I will state that I by Mr. Longfellow, 'n order that he might always
owe my good fortune to the kindness of an influen- have an uninterrupted view of the
tial friend rn Cambridge. Through this friend, a "'River ! that in silence windest
note was sent to Miss Longfellow, telling of the pre- Through the meadows, bright and free.'
sent work in Ontario schools, and asking permission How much love the gentle poct had for this pretty
for me to call during my brief stay near Cambridge. streamc Indeed, perhaps no river in al Ameica

'er prompt heply was has been so sung in poetry as this quiet Charles., Miss That the poet's wish may ever be remembered the"'DEARMADAM,-I shall be very glad tohaveyou city of Cambridge is making a park of this piece ofsee my father's study as you desire. Wednesday ground, and a monument to the memory of thea'er two o'clock will be convenient. I shall not be kindly, well-beloved citizen, is to be et'ected there.tsec n myse% on account of necent illnpes, 'Turning again to ard the house, and fearlessl
'i s rOingNEa e open ee tate, w a nked up the s d -ooth,gaVe ah, ascnded th. steps, and raiseci the.oid-

* fiýj4 #
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ashioned brazen knocker. It fell with such a clang
against the white wooden door, that it was with some
trepidation-hardly diminished when a, moment
ater I noticed a door-bell to my left-that I awaited
results. A maid, neatly dressed, and of lady-like
appearance, opened the door and ushered me into
the drawing-room. A glance about the room would
satisfy the visitor with regard to the beauty and
taste of its furniture, but what impressed me most
was the exquisite carving of the white woodwork
over tl>e mantel and doors; I have never seen such
fine work in any modern mansion. Then the deep
window-seats, cushioned with velvet, gave me a per-
fectly clear notion of that passage in Evangeline :-

Meanwhile apart, in the twilight gloom of a win-
dow's embrasure,

Sat the lovers together, beholding the moon rise.'

The thick walls are sloped so that they converge
toward one another anel make,insteadof the ordinary
window-sill, a recess, where a low, wide seat can be
fitted in. The windows themselves were small-
paned, but lofty, and with an ornamented lintel of
bronze above. The quaint wall paper and the high
carved ceiling, also bear witness to the age of the
house, and, beyond wonder at its perfect state of
preservation, I had no difficulty in believing the
maid's story of it.

"The dwelling, she said, was built in 1759, by a
Colonel Vassalt. When, during the Revolution, the
colonel deserted to the British, the State confiscated
his property, and thus Washington came to make
his headquarters here, after the battle of Bunker
Hill. The war ended, a Mr. Craigie purchased the
house, and among qther distinguished guests, had
once received in this very drawing-room, the wily
courtier, Talleyrand. Some years before his mar-
riage with Miss Appleton, Longfellow had lodged
here; but, on his marriage Mr. Appleton bought
the house and estate and gave it to the happy pair.
A bust of Mrs. Longfellow stood on a table in one
corner of the room and I could not but admire her
shapely head and beautiful features.

"Passing through the hall again, I heard the great
clock half-way up the broad staircase, ring musically
out five o'clock. Noting my inquiring glance, the
maid remarked that the tall, ancient time-piece was
not the old clock on the stair that tolled

"'With sorrowful voice to all who pass,
Forever-never!
Never-forever!'

but one that greatly resembled it. The original is
one that belongs to Mrs. Longfellow's relatives.

" Then I entered the study, into the room where
Agassiz, Summer, Prof. Felton, Hawthorne, Holmes,
and Emerson had so often entered before me. Their
faces looked down upon me from the walls, and I
felt as if I were in a charmed atmosphere. O th1e
many pleasant hours these men of thought passed
here! How gladly they were welcomed and how
sorrowfully missed, as one by one the group became
smaller, is shown in the sonnet which the fast-aging
poet wrote after Summer's death.

"'Good night ! good night ! as we so oft have said,
Beneath this roof at midnight, in the days
That are no more, and shall no more return.
Thou hast but taken thy lamp and gone to bed;
I stay a little longer as one stays
To cover up the embers that still burn.'

" The deep window seats are found here as well as
in every other room in the house ; here is the same
carved wood-work, and over the mantel is inserted
a round mirror, on the top of which the American
eagle, with outspread wings, is composedly perching.Near one of the front windows stands an orange
tree, thirty years old ; near the other, a large old-
fashioned secretary, with some well-worn books
arranged thereon. Among them I noticed a Bible,
abook ofmythology and a copyof Homer. Between
these two windows, is a very handsome walnut book-
case, elegantly carved and containing all the differ-
ent editions of Longfellow's works. On top of this
lofty book-case, is a bust of Shakespeare-the great
English poet keeping guard over the humbler
American one. F•ve other book-cases, similiar in
size and material, stand in different niches about the
room. All our English, and many of the Spanish,
French and German poets are represented on those
shelves. Seated by just such afire as now glows Of
the bright hearth, the ruler of this realm of bookS,
travelled in company with the bards, all Europe O'e'again, head
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"'The Alpine torrent's roar,
The mule-bells on the hills of Spain,
The sea at Elsinore.'

"Then the arm-chair made from 'the spreading
chesnut tree' attracts attention. Stained dark,
polished and upholstered in dark brown leather, it
is indeed a 'splendid ebon throne.' A bronze medal-
lion with the leaves of the chesnut tree carved
thereon, is set into the leathern back; and under
the leathern cushion is an inscription to the effect
that the children of Cambridge, in token of their love
for the poet, presented to him on bis seventy-second
birthday, Feb. 27, 1879, this chair made from the
wood of the village blacksmith's chesnut tree. As
inquiries have been made whether the tree was of
the edible or horse-chesnut variety, I have good
authority for stating that it was a horse-chesnut tree,
standing about an eighth of a mile farther down the
street, with the blacksmith shop a little in the back-
ground.

"Like Mr. Robert Browning, our poet bas an artist
son, and near the east window, just behind the chair
in which Longfellow invariably sat when at work, is
an easel, on which rests the poet's portrait painted
by Mr. Ernest Longfellow. The likeness is said to
be perfect, and resembles very much the picture of
the poet in Houghton and Mifflin's edition of bis
works.

" The most interesting piece of furniture in the room
is the square table in the centre, at which Long-
fellow was wont to write. Here was a large bronze
inkstand from Coleridge ; another small inkstand,
on whose lid stood an image of Mercury, a present
from the Irish poet, Moore ; a statuette of Goethe;
several antique vases and curios picked up in
travelling ; and at the end, between the south and
east windows, the poet's worn and ink-stained
writing desks, on which be wrote Evangelne and
Hiawatha and all that bas made bis name famous.
Lying near are several quills--for he never wrote
with pens-and, as I held the last one the poet ever
handled I recalled the beautiful lines be then wrote:

"'Out of the shadows of night
The world rolls into light ;
It is daybreak everywhere."'

In the silence that followed, Mrs. Richards grace-
fully arose-" I thank this assembly for their kind-
ness toward my incredulous self," she murmured
contritely, " and now I'Il no longer intrude upon you
but, sometime may I come again ?" Amid a chorus
of consenting voices, she withdrew, and, reader, that
we may not appear less considerate, let us depart
also, wishing long continuance and prosperity to the
Canadian Sororis.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

1. SECOND READER.* - Explain " Telleth ber
beads," with reference to the dandelion. [The
words have no further application to the flower than
to attach to our conception of it, a notion of humil-
ity, goodness, virtue, etc., which notion is suggested
by "telleth ber beads."]

2. Correct, with reasons : (a) That is all the
thanks we get for our pains. (b) How will ybu
proceed in the matter ? [The sentences are
correct.]

FOURTH READER. t -Explain i., " Dear de-
parted shade," p. 97. [" Shade " means the soul
after death ; the ancients spoke of it thus because
they thought they could see but not fëel the spirits
of the dead.]

ii. " Fame is the fragrance of heroic deeds,
Of flowers of chivalry, and not of weeds !"

p. 114. [Fame and renown arise not from bad acts
but from heroic and chivalrous deeds, as fragrance
arises not from weeds but sweet flowers.]

iii. " Shapes of foul disease." p. 122. [All those
foul forms that disease assumes.]

iv. " Ring in the thousand years of peace," etc.
[The millennium, in which Satan is to be bound and
Christ to rule. See Revelation xx.]

v. "The fortress cliff," etc., p. 163. [Quebeç on
its rocky eminence. The St. Lawrence is often
termed the portal of Canada ; it is but fitting that
Quebec should be called the key.]

vi. [As to questions on "Ocean," see the JOURNAL
ofOct. Ist.]
* From "M.M," t From* Subscriber." lFrom "J.C."

vii. " The three great branches of the British
family," p. 289. [England, United States, Canada.]

viii. "Divided by two wars," p. 290. [War of
American Independence, War of 1812.]

ix. How much is a ducat? [The silver ducat
about one dollar; the gold ducat about two dollars.]

FOURTH READER.‡--Explain i. " If we consider
where and how," p. 275. [If we consider where he
did his work, viz., upon the "desert moor," and
how he did it, viz., " without instruction, without
model."

ii. " He had bis very materials to discover." [He
had to discover the very subjects of his poems.]

iii. " Metal lay bid under the desert moor." [The
scenes of the wild moor, the joys and sorrows of
the peasant shepherd's life have been worked by
Burns into bis poems.]

iv. "To construct the tools." [Without the aid
of poets who had dealt with such subjects, Burns
was forced to be his own guide and instructor as to
bis language, versification, etc.]

v. " Through life he enacted a tragedy." [Burns'
life was a tragedy-success and misfortune, happi-
ness and sorrow, renown and neglect-culminating
ih an early death.]

vi. " Base entanglements." [Poverty, drunken-
ness and worse.]

vii. "Eyes dark and deep," p. 32. [Eyes differ
in character ; not only in color but in depth ; some
are shallow, some are like those of Mrs. Brown-
ing's " Kate ":
Such a blue inner light from ber eyelids outbroke,
You look'd at ber silence and fancied she spoke..

THIRD READER.-i. Why " Uttaw'a's "? [To
indicate that the poet, for the sake of the metre,
wishes the accent put not upon the first syllable, as
is customary, but on the second.]

ii. " Reef of Norman's Woe.*' [See JOURNAL of
Nov. 15.]

Boo o&ie,, gie.

Report of the Syracuse Browning Club. Pp. 94.
C. W. Bardeen, Syracuse.
This pamphlet contains the papers read at the

memorial meeting of the Club shortly after the
poet's death, dealng with Browning as historian,
artist, philosopher, and dramatist, and is a publi-
cation worthy of the oldest of American Brown-
ing Clubs.

Lessons in Language. Part I., by H. S. Tarbell,
A.M., Superintendent of the Public School, Pro-
vidence, R.I. Pp. 214. Boston : Ginn & Co.
This work is intended for pupils who are able to

read. It aims to supply such pupils with lessons
in grammar, pronunciation, writing, composition,
of such a nature as to prepare him to use bis
native tongue with ease and accuracy. We con-
fess we are especially pleased with the book-
pleased with the press work, with the numerous
illustrations, but above all with the steady belief
that the author shows that a child bas a beart to
feel, a mind to understand, and a hand to execute,
and that culture for all of these may be had even
in very elementary stages of school work. We
strongly recommend the book to any who desire to
have a useful and suggestive book in English, or
to see how far the theories of elementary teaching
of English in the neighboring Republic are in
advance of our own.

Synopsis of English and American Literature.
By G. J. Smith, B.A. Pp. 125. Boston: Ginn
& Co.
The author aims to give an outline of the liter-

ary activity of our race from the oldest remains in
our language down to the works of to-day. The
bare facts of literary history are presented clearly
and on the whole accurately, while the reader is
aided in bis conception of the environment of the
writers by the parallel references on every page to
contemporary history. The book will be found
serviceable by the student of literary history.

Shakspeare's King john, with Introduction and
Notes, by T. Page. London: Moffatt & Paige.
This edition of Kingjohn is the best school edi-

tion that bas yet appeared, with ample annotations
and still within the reach of the ordinary student.
Among its claims to superiority over the Clarendon
Press and Rolfe's Edition are its " Chronological
and Genealogical Tables," Sketches of the Plot
and of the Character," Notes on Historical Inac-
curacies," Notable Passages and Familiar Quota-
tions," and above all the rest, " Notes on the Lan-
guage of the Play," in which we find in condensed
and convenient form facts which would otherwise
have cost the student many hours' research.

Tales, Anecdotes and Stories for Teaching Com-
position. Boston School Series. Pp. 184. Bos-
ton School Supply Co.
This little volume is a collection of one hundred

and seventy short stories with topical outlines
intended for pupils' reproduction, together with
letter forms and two hundred subjects for short
papers. While the diction of the stories is scarcely
worthy of Boston, the plan and purpose of the
book are admirable. The stories will interest
teachers and pupils, and afford material for many
a good lesson in composition. The book is proof
of the great importance attached to pure composi-
tion even in the elementary stages of school work.

The Natural Speller. Pp. 166. American Book
Co., New York.

This work in some respects resembles the late
High School Word Book. It is, however, illus-
trated, and prints in red or bold-faced type special
difficulties in spelling. Exercises in synonyms,
homonyms, prefixes and suffixes also find a place
in a work excellent of its kind.

A Brief History of the Empire State, for Schools and
Families. By Welland Hendrick, A.M., Syracuse.
New York: C. W. Bardeen.

The author of this work states that when he began
to teach American history in the schools of New
York, he looked in vain for a brief school history of
the State. This want he bas supplied with a well-
written outline of New York's history from the days
of Hudson and Dutch rule to those of Governor
Hill and Centennial celebrations. The book is well
illustrated and bas many admirable features. Due
attention is paid to the people, their customs and
education, and an interested and connected narra-
tive bas been produced. The tone is patriotic, but
never verges on the "hifalutin."

Our Government: How it Grew, What it Does, and
How it Does it. By Jesse Macy, A.M. 'Boston:
Ginn & Co.

This is an admirable text-book, covering ground
similar to that of Mr. Fiske's " Civil Government
in the United States," which was recently noticed in
these columns. The work is divided into five parts,
treating respectively of the origin of governmental
institutions in the United States, of municipal and
educational matters, of the administration of justice,
of Federal matters, and of subjects connected with
the Constitution and with the party system as it pre-
vails across the border. The functions of the differ-
ent courts of justice and of the Departments at
Washington are explained, while chapters, such as
those on " Banks," and " Money and Coinage," are
well adapted to clear up hazy views on these sub-
jects. With such text-books the school-children of
the Republic have certainly no excuse for remaining
in ignorance of the institutions of their country.

" THE talent of success is nothing more than
doing what you can do well, and doing well what-
ever you do, without a thought of fame."

THE advantage of living does not consist in
length of days, but in the right employinent of
them.-Montaigne.

WHEN a firm, decisive spirit is recognised, it
is curious to see how the space clears around a man
and leaves him room and freedoim.-fohn Fostè.
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Sehooi-1ýoor? MeJ'tkocs.
ADVANCED ARITHMETIC.

LET us assume that the pupils in the advanced
division of the schools completed common and
decimal fractions last year and are to commence
percentage as soon as they have refreshed their
memory of the last year's work.

The first thing to do is to take a rapid review of
the work of last year. This will require fodr weeks'
time in most cases.

If the teacher will conduct this review without
much reference to the text-book, except to use it
for examples, it will be better. What is needed is
that the pupils recall the how and why of the
operations in fractions without taking time to drill
upon exercises to acquire skill and rapidity in work-
ing examples. They will have time for that when
they enter upon the new work of percentage.

i. First see that they have a correct idea of a
common fraction and of the numerator and denom-
inator.

2. Then the definitions of the different fractional
forms used in arithmetic.

3. Next test them upon their knowledge of the
effect of increasing and decreasing the numerator ;
the denominator ; and of increasing and decreasing
both in the same ratio. This is a very essential
step for the reason that all the other operations in
fractions are based upon these facts. Be sure that
they see clearly :

a. That multiplying the numerator multiplies the
fraction.

b. That dividing the denominator multiplies the
fraction.

c. That dividing the numerator divides the frac-
tion.

d. That multiplying the denominator divides the
fraction.

e. That multiplying both by the same number
does not change the value.

f. That dividing both by the same number does
not change the value.

Do not be satisfied with the mere memorizing of
these facts, but have them see that they must be true
by illustrations with objects. Slips of paper are as
good as anything to use for objects.

4. Now see that they know how to make the num-
erators of the same kind in order to add or subtract
them, and how principle e orf applies in doing this.

5. Then take multiplication and division in the
same way,-first using an integer for the multiplier
or divisor, and noting what principles apply.

6. Multiplying or dividing fractions is more diffi-
cult only because there is one more step in the pro-
cess of thinking it.

For instance:
× is 2×3÷- 4.

They already know that to multiply by three the
numerator must be multiplied and to divide by four
the denominator must be multiplied. So they see
the reason of thk rule :

M X/ = 2/ 3 x 4
Now, these are all the operations in common

fractions. When they are clearly in mind, the class
can go on to decimals.

Decimals.-These are more difficult than com-
môn fractions for the reason that the pupil bas to
zmagne tbe denominator. It is very proper, there-
fore, that they shall not be studied until the pupil
has mastered the operations in common fractions.

i. First see to it that the pupîl sees the import-
ance of the decimal point in determining the value
of any figure in the decimal. This is the all-import-
ant thmng in decimals. When he can immediately
supply the denominator for any figure in the decimal
and for any'decimai. as a whole, and set that it is
necessarily so, the main difliculty in decimals bas
been surmounted.

Such tests as the following are valuable:
-264o56.

What is,the proper denominator of two consid-
ered by itself? of six ? of four? of five ? etc. The
distance from the decimal point must determine
these answers. What is the denominator of the
whole ? H sees that it is the same as that of six.

.2. Now tbese facts imake plain the operations in
affo suphràaonie Any nuspber that is the

60r gthe dchnal point' as aaother

must have the same denominator and, hence, can
be added to it or subtracted from it.

3. Multiplication is more difficult for the reason
that the products of the denominators must be car-
ried in the imagination while multiplying the num-
erators. An exercise like the following would be a
good one :

'365
*247

What is the denominator for 2 x 3 considered by
itself? for 4x 3 ? for 7x3? for 4x6? for 7x 5? etc.

It is readily seen that the denominator of the
entire product must be the product of the denomin-
ators of those two numbers in multiplier and multi-
plicand that are farthest from the decimal point :-
in this case of seven and five, each of which is i,ooo.
So 1,ooo,ooo must be the denominator of the pro-
duct.

4. Division of decimals is the most difficult of all.
We will give some thoughts on this in our next
number.-Public SchoolJournal.

Poel Pfî1icy Aff gç/ o,.

THE WIND AND THE MOON.

SAID the wind to the moon; "I will blow you out,
You stare
In the air

Like a ghost in a chair,
Always looking what I'm about,
I hate to be watched-I'll blow you out."

The wind blew hard and out went the moon,
So deep
On a heap

Of cloudless sleep
Down lay the wind and slumbered soon,
Muttering low, " I've done for that moon."

He turned in bis bed, she was there again,
On hîgb
In the sky,

With her ghost eye
The moon shone white, and alive and plain,
Said the wind, " l'Il blow you out again."

The wind blew hard and the moon grew dim;
"With my sledge

And my wedge
I have knocked off her wedge;

If I only blow right fierce and grim
The creature will soon be dimmer than dim."

He blew and he blew, and she thinned to a thread;
One puff
More's enough

To blow her to snuff;
One good puff more where the last was bred,
And glimmer, glum will go the thread.

He blew a great blast, and the thread was gone.
In the air
Nowhere

Was a moonbeam bare.
Far off and harmless the sky stars shone,
Sure and.certain the moon was gone.

The wind, he took to bis revels once more
On down
In town

Like a merry-mad, clown
He leaped and hallooed, with whistle and roar,
"What's that?" The glimmering thread once

more.

He flew into a rage-he danced and blew,
But in vain
Was tbe pain

Of bis bursting brain,
For still broader the moonscrap grew,
The broader he swelled bis big cheeks and blew.

Slowly she grew, till she filled the night
And shone
On her throne

In the sky alone,
A rnatchless,.wonderful silvery light,
Radiant and lovely the queen of the night.'

Said the wind, " What a marvel of power am I
With my breath
Good faith

I blew her to deatb
First blew her away right out of the sky
Then blew her in-what a strength am I."

But the moon, she knew nothing about the affair,
For high
In the sky,

With her one white eye,
Motionless, miles above the air,
She had never heard the great wind blare.

-Good Housekeeping.

OUR FUTURES.
FOR FOUR LITTLE BOYS.

First Boy.-
PERHAPS some of you people think,

Because we are so small,
We don't amount to anything;

But wait until we're tall,
And big and strong as some of you,

And then I guess you'll see
That boys that seem of no account

Of great account will be.
For I shall be a merchant,

And sail o'er all the seas,
And buy up all the pretty things,

The little folks to please.
When I grow up as large as you,

This is the wondrous thing I'll do.

Second Boy.-
And I shall be a statesman;

l'l set the country right
l'l fix up all the politics,

And for the truth l'Il fight.
And justice then shall not be blind,

But see on every side,.
Over each country fair shall rule,

And o'er the ocean wide.
King Money then shall not be all

That man wihl hoard and save,
But Wisdom,-while their gold shall be

A very useful slave.

Third Boy.
A merchant is a useful man,

But a farmer I shall be,
With my lands so broad and my barns all full,

Oh, who from care so free !
And with my ripened fruit and grains

l'Il feed the needy poor.
A blessing they shall give to me

When turning from my door.
We may live without the precious gold,

And without worldly fame ;
But for our daily wants and food

We bless the farmer's name.

Fourth Boy.-
You boys will all be noble men;

You've each a brilliant plan,
Now tell you l'am going to be

A school committee man.
With squeaking boots and collar high

l'Il corne in at the door;
But I shal ask no questions, such

As boys ne'er heard before.
But, " Cbildren, flowers are in bloom,

The lambs are out at play,
And all the birds are singing,

Would you like a holiday? "
When I grow up as large as you,

This is the wondrous thing l'Il do.
American Teacher.

THE December number of Te North
American Review brings to a close the
151st volume of that ancient and honor-
able periodical, which still retains the fore-
most place it has long held in periodical
literature. It is a notable issue, containing
articles on timely and interesting topics
by many distinguished writers. The editor
has increased the number of pages fron
128 to 144, in order to make room for a
grater variety of interesting matter,
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THOUSANDS of teachers are wanted to
introduce our new music book, Merry Melodies
for Schoolroom and Social Circles ; no book so
popular ; Io,ooo copies sold in about two
inonths. 15 cents, manilla cover ; 20 cents,
board cover, postpaid. JAMES K. CRANSTON,
publisher, Galt.

THERE must be great merit in SLOCUM'S
preparations. His OXYGENIZED EMUL-
SION of PURE COD LIVER OIL has taken
the first place as a cure for consumption and
kindred diseases. Every ýdruggist sells it and
Io householder should be without il. The

remedy is reliable and invaluable.

A GOOD evidence of the success which is
being achieved by the Ingres-Coutellièr School
of Modern Language is the fact that, having
commenced in Toronto witb a very small office
they occupy now one of the finest offices in
Toronto, in the Canada Life Building, where
they have several recitation rooms. Messrs.
Ingres and Coutellièr are doing everything in
their power to give their students the best
advantages possible in acquiring a speaking
faniiliarity with the languages they teach.
Pvery Saturday during the winter they give
to those of their students who may wish to
!each the languages, a course of normal lessons
'lt order that, after a school year, they may be
able to teach as well as speak the languages.

SCOTTS
EiULSION

Of Pure Cod
Liver 011 and

HYPOPHOSPHITES
of Lime and

Soda
ceott' Emulsion"ns ''
ta u eft pis .Pro*ueer. It id the

Boet enseady for CONSUBWTION,
Scroffla, Bronchitio,Wasting Dis-
mases, Chronic Ooughis and Colas.

PALATABLE AS MILK.
seottaEmulsion is anly put up in salmon color

Wrapper. Avoid ail imitationsor substitutions
o by ail Druggists at 50c. and $1.00.

SCOTT & BOWNE. Belleville.

Otario Business College
BELLEVILLE.

Twenty - second Year.

8. ROBINSON, J. W. JOHNSON, F.C.A.,
PRINCI PALS.

eor twenty-two years this institution bas maintained
' hest ition and secured the widest attendance

the usiness Colleges of America.
new 100-page circular will tell you what
ous institution can do for you. Be careful to

Ontario Business College, Belleville.

MLOULTON LADIES' COLLEGE
DepaPtment of McMasteP University,

2ORONTO, - ONTAO810.
term opens January 6, z891. Board and

for the rest of the year $99.oo. Address,
MISS A. L, SMILEY, M.A., Prineolpa.

taigbt Eine Shorthand
tem, Easiest Acquired. One Slope. One
tion. One Thickness. Logible as
Print, Unlimited Tultion until

Profioent, $5.00.
orwerte forparticulars PRINCIPAL.
WATSON, - 68 VONGE ST. ARCADE.

TERCHERS WANTED!
To take Agencles for The

Temperauce and General
LIFE ASSURANCE CO.

This successful and progressive Company
has a few openings for General Agents.

Teachers wishing to test their ability, can
do so during spare time until the end of the
year. To those who prove successful general
agencies will be given. The Company's chief
officers and most successful agents were once
teachers. It will pay you to give it a trial.

One agents writes :" I am a better teacher,
feel more independent and have more influence
over my pupils and trustees since I did a little
work for the Company."

C. W. CHADWICK, Supt. of Agents,
STRATFORD.

HON. G. W. ROSS, H. SUTHERLAND,
President. Manager.

MANNING ARCADE, TORONTO.

LITTELL'S LIVING AGE.
In 18gr the Living Age enters upon its forty-eighth

year. It bas met with constant commendation and suc-
cess.

A weekly magazine, it gives more than three and a
quarter thousand double-column octavo pages of read-
ng muatter yearly. It presents in an inexpensive form,

considering its great amount of matter, with fresh-
ness, owing ta its weekly issue, and with a complete-
ness nowhere else attempted.

The best Essays, Reviews, Criticisms, Tales, Sketches
of Travel and Discovery, Poetry. Scientific, Bio-

graphical, Historical, and Political Informa-
tion, from the entire body of Foreign

Periodical Literature, and from
the pens of the

FOREMOST LIVING WRITERS.
The ablest and most cultivated intellects, in every

department of Literature. Science, Politics. and Art,
find expression in the Periodial Literature of Europe.
and especially of Great Britain.

The Living Age, forming four large volumes a year,
furnishes, from the great and generally inaccessible
mass of ibis liteatu, e, the ony compilation that, while
within the reach of aIl, is satisfactory in the complete.
nes witb wbhicb it embraces whatever is of immediate
interest, or of solid, permanent value.

It is therefore indispensable to every one who wishes
*to keep pace with the events or intellectuail progress of
the tune, or to cultivate in himself or his family general
intelligence and literary taste.

OPINIONS.
"It is indispensable to intelligent people in this busy

day."-AVew York Evangelist.
"Certain it Is that no other magazine can take its

place in enabling the busy reader to keep up with cur
rent literature."-EPiscop4al Recorder, Philadelphia.

" Biography, fictin, science, criticism, history, poe-
t travels, whatever men are interested in, ail ace found
ere."-The Watchman, Boston.
" The readers ms very little that is important in the

periodical domain.' Boston yournal.
" It m -y be truthfully and cordially said that it never

of fers a dry or valueless page."-New York Tribune.
"To read it is itself au education in the course of

modern bought and literature."-Buffalo Commercial
Advertiser.

"' Coming wpekly, it bas a great advantage over the
other monby magazines and reviews. "-San Francis.
co Chronscle.

"For the amounit of reading-matter contained, the
subscription is extremely low."-Christian Adv'ocate,
Naschville.

It contains nearly aIl the good literature of the
time."-The Churchman, New york.

" It would be cheap at almost any price."-Califor-
nia Christin Advocate, San Francisc.

" For the man who tries to be truly conversant with
the very best literature of this and other countries, it is
indispensable." -Central Baptist, St. Louis.

" it the reader finds all that is worth knowing in
the realm of current literature. "-Canada Presbyterian,
Toronto.

Published weekly et $8.oo ayear, free of postage.4W To New Subscribersfor the year 18i1, remittin
before Jan. ist, the numbers of i890 issued after tht
receipt of their subscriptions, will he sent gratis.

Address, LITTELL & Co., Boston.

DEAFNESST
ITS CAUSES AND CURE.

Scientifically treated by an aurist of world-wide
utation. Deafness eradicated and entirely cued

o from a to0 years' standing, after ail other treat-
mente hsve faIed. How the d fficulty is reached and
the cause removad fully explained in circulars, with
affidavits and teatimoia f cures from prominent
people, mailed free.

DR. A. FONTAINE, 34 West 14th St., N.Y.

TEACIIERS WANTEI)

To handle our popular

Subscription Books & Bib/es
DURING VA CATION.

Special Discounts given.
Write and secure agency

Rose Publlshing Co., Toronto.

82% ChuPmh St., Toponto,
Importers and Manufactures of

KINDERGARTEN GOODS.
Agents in Canadi for che MILTON BRADLEY

COMPANY, the celabrated United States
makers of Kindeigarten Materials.

Estimates given for the complete furnishing of Kin.
dergartens. Correspondence invied.

Teaching is a profession. As such it requires both fitness and training.
Education is the subject which underlies all subjects. Whatever is our duty to
do it is our duty to study. All this involves intelligence of the highest order,
and should command the highest recompense.

Upon these Dicta rest the purpose and policy of

THE TEACHER,
A yournal of Education and Pedagogy. Monthly, $1.oo a Year.

THE TEACHER was established to represent the teacher in his or her professional dignity,
and to be the teacher in the science and art of education of all interested in that subject-and
who should not be?

THE TEACHER stands to-day without a rival among educational journals. It is withit the
reach of all and beneath the dignity of none. It numbers among its contributors the foremost
living writers on educational subjects, and with these embraces every name of any note in
educational work and literature. Beginning January, 1891, it will be enlarged to thirty-two
large pages, covering the following departments :-

EDITORIAL AND MISCEL-1
L ANEOUS.

Articles and paragraphs on every subject within the
scope of the journal.

HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY
OF EDUCATION.

Methods in Theory, and their Origin.

ART OF TEACHING.
Methods in Practice.

SELECTED READINGS.
Didactic and Entertaining.

SCRAP-BOOK ENCYCLO-
PEDIA.

Contemporary Life, Thought and Events.

CORRESPONDENCE.
From readers, on every subject.

BOOK REVIEWS.
By ritersofability. Nearly every review will have

the value of an article on the subject of the work
reviewed.

NOTES AND NEWS
From aIl over the world.

You need THE TEACHER. Subscription o ly $I.o a Year.

Send y two-cent stamps for _ samfle copies.

THE TEACHER, 3 E. 14TH ST., NEW YORK

DIRECTORS:
WM. RENNIE, President, Toronto; A. GIFFORD, Vice-President, Meaford; J. P. BULL,

2nd Vice-President, Davenport; E. H. HILBORN, Treasurer, Toronto; S. W. HILL,
Membership Supt., Ridgeville ; R. H. ROBERTSON, M.D., Medical Director, Toronto;
W. P. PAGE, Secretary-Manager, Toronto; Hon. JNO. DRYDEN (Minister of Agriculture).

HONORARY DIRECTORS:
PETER GRAHAM, M.P.P., Warwick; LEWIS WIGLE, M.P., Leamington;

EDWARD COCHRANE, M.P., Brighton.
LIFE INSURANCE AT COST. Assessment System. A long felt want supplied. Insur-

ance in the reach ofthose who need it. Al claims paid promptly. Large Reserve Fund.
Agents wanted. Good pay to good men. Grand chance for teachers to work during
holidays and spare time at good pay.

Head Offce: 8yz, 10, 12 King St. East, Toronto. W. PENER TON PAGE, Manager.

TO THE EDITOUl
Please inform yodr readers that I bave a poetve remedy for the above named

disease. By its timelyuse thousande of hopeleass cases have been permanently cnired. I shal
be glad to &end two battles of my rasudy FREE to any ofyour readers who have cou.
untion If th will tend me theïr Expr and Post OEce Address. Respectfalip,

Ts OLOU M.O., 130Weet Ad 6. ORONTOs oNTARI*.r. p 24
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THE NEWES T. THE SES T.

Irithmetical Problems.
Sultable for Senior Classes and Can-

didates for Entrance to High
Schools and Collegiate

Institutes.

By G. H. ARMSTRONG,
Fiis tant Master Wellesley School'

TORONTO.

It is well known that for several years there
has been no text-book on Arithmetic suitable
for the preparation of candidates for the En-
trance Examination. To supply this want,
Arithmetical Problems has been pre-
pared. It

CONTAINS OVER 800 PROBLEMS
The Entrance papers in Arithmetic for the

last ten years are given including the paper
for July, 189o. The answers to all the ques-
tions have been appended. This valuable
work needs no special commendation. It is
now ready for mailing, and all previous orders
will be filled at once.

PRICE, Strolgil BOUI il 011o, 25 gtS.

Adiress,

The Grip Printing & Publisliiig Co.
28 FRONT STREET WEST,

TORONTO.

The IFducatiorial Journal.
à

WOMAN'S MEDICAL COLLEGE
Toronto, Ont.

In Afiliation with the
University Trinity

College.
For full information

regàrding graduation,
prizes, fees, etc., and
for copies of the annual
Announcement, apply
to D. J. GIBB WISH-
ART, M.D., Secy., 36
Carlton St., Toronto.

E. N. MOYER & CO.,
Manufacturers, Importers

ANDi DEALM I

SCHOOL SUPPLIES
Of Every Description.

Ail Orders by Mail have ouïr Prompt Attention

GET OUR PRICES.

N.B,-Slate Blackboard a Specialty.
60 YONGE ST., TORONTO.FIT Send at once for a FE BOTTI.E

and a valuable Treatite. This remedy je
a su". %e adca cure astd le perfectly

hasies asoo ojrlous drurs are used in
it s preparation. I wtarrant it to r.

EPILEPSY OR FALLINU SICKNESS
in sever cases sehere ailher reties bave Male&i
My resua fot sendiog a ivre bottin la: I vonit t
ne dicine ta e is own recoo

oreodation. It cash o ol
je certo. Gied E o = c
Post Ofrice. Address :

H. O. ROOT1 M. 0., 150 West Adelaide St.
Toronto, Ont.

THE HIGH SCHOOL The Canadian Office and School Furiture

Drain :Course
Authorized by the NinisteP

of Education.

The course is now complete:

*o. x-FREEHAND,
No, a-PRACTICAL GROMETRY.

No. 3--LINEAR PERSPECTIVE,
No. 4-OBJECT DRAWING,

No. 5-INDUSTRIAL DESIGN.

These books are ali uniform in site and style, and
constitite a complete uniform series. The saine planis followed tbrough them al-the Text, the Problems,
and opposite tht Probles, in each case, the Exercises
based upon them. The illustration is upon the'.ame
page with its own matter, and with the exercise, in
every case, is a space for tise stusent's ork. Each
copy, therefore, is a complete Text-book on its subject,
aud a Dsawlng Book as well th. paper on whicb the
books ar Peinted be nrecas drwing paper. The
student using thtse booka, therefore, s not oblied
to purchase and take case of a drawing book also.
Moreover, NoS. 1,4 and s are the only books on their
aubjeCta authorireti by the Departmnent. Thereore, if

1.aatntbuy the fuil serte 1 h wii have a i aAe
and not a mirxed series, coverutg thse whostle subjects o]
na oxnitof h tan edited by r th u J ea

country, and recently Master in th. School of Art.
W Each book is in the direct line of the curricu-

lum, and l authorized.
The examinations in High School Drawing will be

set from the authorised books.

Company, Limlied,
PRESTON, - ONTARIO.

Successors to W. STAHLSCHMIDT & CO.

Manufacturers o Office, School, Church and
Lodge Furniture.

THEt " PERFECT AU'TOMAIC " SCHOOL DESK.
The latest and best.

The School Desks of this Company canat be excellei
for Strength, Beauty of D A daptbabity and
Comfor; ta the Scholar. Sed f& icuas

Entrance Examinations
TO

HIGH SCHOOLS AND COLLEGIATE
INSTITUTES.

THE Entrance Examinations to High Schools
and Collegiate Institutes for 189o and 1891
will be held on December 22nd, 23rd and 24th,
and July 4th, 5th and 6th. The following is
the limit of studies in the various subjects :-

Drawing and Writing.--Drawing-book No.
5, of the Drawing course for Public Schools.
The proper formation of the small and the capi-
tal letters. The pupil will be expected to write
neatly and legibly. Condidates for examina-
tion in Drawing and Writing must place their
drawing and copy books in the hands of the
presiding Examiner on the morning of the first
day of the examination. Every exercise must
be certified by the teacher as being the candi-
date's own work, and the drawing and copy
books should show his progress during at least
three months. Drawing in any blank exercise
book will be accepted so long as il covers the
prescribed course, and no discrimination will
be made in favor of work contained in the
authorized drawing book.

Agriculture and Temperance.-Papers will
be set in these as optional bonus subjects. A
candidate may choose which of them he will
take, but it is not compulsory to take either,
and he cannot take both. The examination in
agriculture will be based on the first seven
chapters of the authorized text book in Agricul-
ture.

Value of Subjects.-Reading, 50 marks;
Drawing, 50; Neatness, 35; Writing 59; Ortho-
graphy, 30; Literature, 100; Arithmetic, 1oo-;
Grammar, 1oo; Geography, 75; Composition,
ao; UIistory, 75; Temperance, 75; Agriculture,

75. Of the marks for each of Drawing and
Writing, 25 will be assigned to the paper on
the subject, and a maximum of 25 may be
awarded as the result of the inspection of the
candidates drawing-book or copy-book.

SELECTIONS FOR LITERA TURE.

DECEMBER, 1890.

Iourth Reader.

i. PicturesofMemory..........pp. 31-32
2, The Barefoot Boy............" 43-45
3. The Vision of Mirza-First Read- .

ing........... .. " 63-66
4. The Vision of Mirza Second

Reading................." 68-71
5. The Face Against the Pane.... " 74-76
6. To Mary in Heaven........." 97-98
7. The Bell of Atri. .......... " 111-114
8. Ring out Wild Bells........." 121-122
9. Jacques Cartier............" 16z-i63

10. The Ocean ............... " 247-249
ii. The Song of the Shirt ....... " 263-i65
12. Edinburgh after Flodden .... " 277-281
13. Canada and the United States. " 289-291
14. The Merchant of Venice-

First Reading............ " 311-316
15. The Merchant of Venice-

Second Reading......... ." 321-330

JULY, 1891

Fourth Reader.

I. Pictures of Memory ....... pp. 31-32
2. The Barefoot Boy............ " 43-45
3. The Death of the Flowers ..... ." 67-68
4. The Face Against the Pane. ... " 74-76
5. From the Deserted Village .... " 80-83
6. Resignation ............. .. 105-106
7. Ring out, Wild Bells........ . " 121-122
8. Lady Clare................" 128-13c
9. Jacques Cartier............." 16t-163

io. Robert Burns............... 275-277
II. Edinburgh after Flodden..... " 277-281
12. National Morality..........". " 289-287
13. Shakespeare ................ " 303-305
14. The Merchant of Venice-

First Reading....-....... " 311-31E
15. The Merchant of Venice-

Second Reading.......... ." 321-33c

SULECTIONS FOR MEMORIZATION.

, Fourth Reader.
1. The BeUs of Shandon....... . 51-5i2. To Mary in Heaven ......... 97.9
' Riggout Wild Bel .. .s" .. 1-.2

4. Lady Clare............pp 128-130
5. Lead,Kindly Light,.........." 145
6. Before Sedan............... " 199
7. The Three Fishers ...... "..... " 220
8. Riding Together.............. " 231-23j
9. The Forsaken Merman....... ." 297-302

to. To a Skylark,.............." 317-320

TIME-TABLE.

FIRST DAY.

9.00 to 11.00 A.M.............Grammar.
11.15 A.M. to 12.30 P.M.........GeographY-
2.00 to 3.30 P.M.............. History.

SECOND DAY.

9.oo tO 11.00 A.M........ ..... Arithmetic.
II.05 A.M. to 12.15 P.M.......Drawing.
1.15 to 3.15 P.M .............. Composition.
3.25 to 4.00 P. M..............Dictation.

THIRD DAY.

9.00 to 11.00 A.M ............ Literature.
11.10 to I1.40A.M.............Writing.

1.30 to 3.00 P.M. Temperance and Hygieo*'
or Agriculture.

Reading to be taken on the above days i
such hours as may suit the convenience of tl
Examiners.

trAfter 189o, there will be but one
School Entrance Examination each year, in
month of/uly.

TO

" PERFEOTION."

BUTTONLESS.
The above cut shows the design.of the Perf

Buttonless Football as iL is registered in Great 10
and represents to the ullest degree perfection in 51%'
perfection in workmanship, perfection in the Ïifl5
used in its manufacture, and perfection in fiae.

This, combined with the closeness of Our
led certain deaeers to have the design slightly c20
In hopes that they would thereby be able to g t a
more for them. Beware of snch. We sltheW
buttonless balla made, and give the number, csrCl'
ence and price of each.

ASSOCIATION FOOTBALLS COMPLETe
Sizes-No. r, No. a, 3, No. 4,

Perfection, so in. o2 rm. 24 In. 26 in-
buttonless, prices.$z 50 $i 6 $ 5$s $

Perfection Chrome, Special Buttonless Wat
proof, only one sire made................

Queen Park the well.known favorite......
Rugby Match Ball, very superior, price, $3.*5

RUBBERS AND COVERS SEPARATE,
No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. NO. 4.

Rubbers, separate, $
Mackintosh's beot. $c 60 $c 70 $o Sa $0 9O

Covers, separate,
buttonlesa........ 9 r c o r 50

Covers, separate, Queens Park, $a.r5. Chin
tanless, $a.55.

Inflators, Brasa Piston, The Little Wonder, 60

Rubber Cerent, 3,,,-bgjid.e'Shin a s, C Lined, uc. pr pair; Bw
Chamois Lined, $r.Oo per pair.
The above covers are ail the celebrated i

malte, made of band-wrought leather of the
(specially prepared) quality, and filled with MG
TESTED rubbers of best quality, sTAM PED. tg

The Infiators are both first.c!aa articles
go wrong about them, like the rubber bulb
club should b withsout one at these prices g

Any article la ab6ve list nailed fre on

pric'e tany address in the Domini oft Ses. Send mouey or stampby a t
letter ; or, if co,.venient, a post office order ai
safe. Address

LUMSDEN & WIL8OS
IaportersE TootaS Goods, Smado*O-E
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ENGLISH LITERATURE FOR 1890-91.
LonIiellow's E,8ao11RO,

Tiles of a Wayside Inn,%
Selections Irom minor Foes.J

With Life of Longfellow, Annotations and Appendices,
editedby J E. Wetherell, B.A., Prcipal of Strathry
Collegiate Institute, assisted by Miss E. M. Balmer
B.A., Teacher of Modern Languages, Strathroy Col-
legiate Institute.

P.aloe, Cloth, 50 0t». Paper., 
4 0 Cts.

WHAT SOME LEADING HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS SAY
ABOUT WETHERELL'S EDITION 0F LONGFELLOW.

A real help, not a hindrance.
I consider that the editor's work will prove a real help,

and not a hindrance, ta the students. Indeed, it may be
said that what assistance could not be wisely given has
been withheld-a characteristic of such books exceedingly
rare. J. MORGAN, B.A.,

Principal, Walkerton High School.

Contain. only information that cannot be deducedfrom the

text.
I am exceedingly well pleased with t Fe work. The

features of the book that especially strike me are . First,

its npatness and fine typography ; secondly, the character

of the notes, which contain only information that cannot
be deduce1 from, thse text ; and third>', thse useful infor-
mation fond in the appendices.

J. E. DIcKsoN, B. 4.,
Head Master, Newmarket HigI School.

Has shown great judgment in editing the Selections.

I have examined with care Wetherell's edition of the

selections from Longfellow prescribed for the University
matriculation and junior leaving examinations of i89o.

The edition is an excellent one. The editor has shown

great judgment in editing the selections. The notes con-
tain full explanatiôns of those diffuculties which a pupil
may be supposed ta be unable ta saive for himself ; and

are yet not so full as ta deprive him of the pleasures of

discovering for himself the beauties of the literature.

ISAAC M. LEVAN, B.A..

Principal, Owen Sound Collegiate Institute.

The BotaRical Exercis Book•
A Series of Blank Schedules for the use of Teachers

and Students in the Practical Analysis af Plants, with

Directions for the Management of Classes, a Lit of Prac-

tical Exercises, a Glossary of the Principal Terms used in

Descriptive Botany, and an Index of the Plants described.

By H. B. Spotton, M.A., F.L.S., Principal of Barrie

Collegiate Institute. Author of " High School Botany."

PaOEs, - ONLI Sg GANTS.

SPOTTON's BOTANICAL EXERCISE BOOK. Indispens-

able ta the practical student for recording accurate

descriptions o plants. The following are the salient fea-

tures of this book -
t. A large collection of BLANK FoRms, with spaces

for drawing, floral diagrams, etc. The student who is

familiar with the use of these forms will save a great deal

of time at examinations where sa much importance is now

attached ta description. The forms are carefully pre-

pared with a view to describing EssENTIAL FATUR S
ONLY, and are not cumbered with useless detail. Spe-
cial blanks are provided for the description ai COMPOSITE
FLOWERS, and for Leaves. The latter will be found very

serviceable for winter work.
2. A compact and handy GLOSSARY of al the terms

required in the proper description of plants, wîth nimer-
ous references ta the High School Botany.

3. A well-arranged set of PRACTICAL ExERCISES,

which will be found equally helpful to the teacher and the

student.
4. Practical hints upon the best mode of conducting

botanical work in school and in the field.

WHAT SOME LEADING HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS SAY :

Am pleased with " Spotton's Botanical Exercise Book."
Have requested my pupils ta provide themselves with
them. G. W. MORDEN, M.A.,

Prinegal, Napanee High Schaol.

BRADLEY'S ARNOLD'S

LATIN PROSE COMPOSITION.
(Canadian Copyright Edition.)

PRICE, - - $1.50.

CSar, Bellum Gallicum.
-BY -

SAMUEL WOODS, M.A.
London Collegiate Institute.

Book I., - e0 Cents.

Books I. and I., 75 Cents.

SPECIAL FEATURES: Accuracy in Text and Vocabulary,
Copious References to the Authorized Grammar and to Bradley's

Arnold ; Sentences for Translation into Latin in the Notes,
under and based upon the words in the Chapter ; very full

Notes on Difficult Passages ; Historical and Geogriphical
Indices.

WOOD's CiEsAR, BELLUM GALLICUM.-I. Accuracy and
Completeness of Vocabulary ; every word, and the exact mean.
ings required to translate the work, and no more.

2. Fulness and Accuracy of Grammatical references, and
special attention ta the construction of the SUBJUNCTIVE MOODn
and of OBLIQUE NARRATION.

3. Clearness and neatness of type.

4. An Excursus on the ROMAN ARMY in the time of CSsar, a
most complete INDEX of Proper and Geographical Names, and
carefully prepared articles on Archæological terms necessary in
understanding the work.

5. Very full Notes, in which the technicalities of Oblique Nar-
ration are avoided as much as possible, and Neatness of the Eng-
lish translation chiefly aimed at.

6, In Book IL the References to Bradley's Arnold are very
full.

7. The new and unique idea of a carefully-written exercise on
each chapter, in which the Latin words necessary for the trans-
lation are found in the chapter. Masters know the absolute
need of such exercises on Latin Prose, and these will be found
a most accurate test of the pupil's skill in understanding the
text.

WHAT SOME LEADING ONTARIO HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS SAY:

Am using it in my class.
I like it and am using it in my class. The references at the

foot of the page are convenient, and so are the exercises.
J. W. CREWSON, B.A.,

Teacher of C.assics and English, Cornwall High School.

Used inpi eference to all others.
I shall recommend it to my pupils in preference to any I know

of. D. HICKs, B.A.,
Head Master, Vienna High School.

WHAT SOME LEADING QUEBEC HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS SAY:
The notes are helpful.

The type is clear and plain, the vocabulary is distinct, the
notes are helpful to the student, and the references to the gram-
mar aid in the syntax, while the questions at the close of each
chapter to be answered in Latin are excellent for class work.

G. L. MASTEN, M.A.,
Princijal, Coaticook High School.

Admirably suited to our work.
I find the book admirably suited to our work in fitting pupils

for the A. A. degree, and have adopted it in 2nd and 3rd grades
in our schools. A. L. GILMAN, B.A.,

Principal, Knowlton Graded School.

~aut:"LE RIXN DUI UAPITÀIKEI"
-AN[)-

In One Volume, 425 Pages. Beautifully Illustrated. WithSuggestive and Explanatory Notes and Full Vocabulary, by John
Squair, M.A., Lecturer in French, University College, Torontoassisted by A. F. Chamberlain, MA., of Clarke UnivsityWorcester, Mass.

PRICE, - 75 CENTS.

Zyind the book excellent.
1 fiad the book excellent, both in the aptness of the notes and

the completeness of the vocabulary. I shal be pleased to see itin the hands of my pupils. E. M. BALMER, B.A
Classical Teacher, Strathroy H.S.

A carefully edited work.

fsI believe it to be a carefully edited work and worthy of Pro-fsor Squair, whilst the type, binding and workmanship are
excellent, thus sustaining the good rutation of your publishing

aouse. . W. JARDIN, MA,Head Mfaster, Elora High School.

Using it.
I am using it in my classes.

Hea

Used.

W. D. JOHNSTON, M.A.,
ad Master, Cornwall High School.

The second-class candidates wha have selected the Frenchoption use Squair and Chamberlain's edition of " La Belle.vernaise " and " Le Chien du Capitaine." The explanatorynotes are in the main excellent.

T. H. REDDITT, M.A.
Prncipal, Aurora H. S.

I have recommended the book to my classes.
The book does credit both to your house and ta the editors.The notes have been made with great care, and will be helpfulin reading these texts. The illustrations will add greatly to' theinterest of an already interesting story. I have recommendedthe book to my classes. A. H. YOUNG, M.A.,

Classical Master, U.C. Coll., Toronto.
Have explained ail that is desirable to explain.

As far as I have examined the book I have found it thorohlysatisfactory. Whilst the editors have not explained every dffi-
The poraphy ise e ttrac that it is desirable to explain.

J. M. HUNTER, M.A.,
Modern Language Master, Barrie H. S.

Cannotfail to prove helpful.
Your superb edition of Enault and Daudet will mark an era inschool publications. The Notes and Vocabulary are unusualiy

thorough and complete. The book cannot fail ta prove helpfland render delightful the study of French.
T. C. SOMERVILLE, B.A.,

London Collegiate Institute.
Ripe scholarship and experience.

The work of the editors, bringing ta it as they do ripe scholarship and experience, has been painstaking and thorough ; whilethe amusing illustrations of the Paris edition of " La Belle.Niv.ernaise " incorporated in the book, and the interesting characterof the stories, make us a volume more useful and entertainingthan any French text of previous years. The High School mas-ters of modern language have reason ta be grateful ta editorsand publishers for the excellent editions of French texts annuallyissuing from the Toronto press.
FRED. H. SYKCEs, M.A.,

Classical Master, Parkdale C. I.

AIl that could e desired.
The edition is in every respect worthy of Mr. Squair and theimportant position he holds as a teacher of modern languages.The critical introductions art such as to create a syrnpathetic

attitude on the part of the student-reader, and the explanatorynotes are, in bath character and extent, admirably adapted ta
foster te vigor and graceful accuracy that characterizes a tuly
idiomatic translation. Your mechanical department, too, is ta
be c&igratulated on the binding, type, etc., of the book.

E. W. HAGARTY, M.A.
Head Master, Mount Forest H. S.

W. J. GAGE & CO., 54 FROfiT .ST. WEST, TOROfTOu



The; Erducational JTournale

Some Choice Books
SUITABLE FOR TEAC ES.

ca eat a cisea ;Edited b
Win. Heskton; with p rlutain; 34pgs
new sud revised. Roal 8vo. Colored Edgesbound

.ooosubiects.B rice, $1.50.
Osan1'a attaEzg IahDIotionary, by J. R.

Beard, D.Ds C Board, B.A.; gt4 pages. Crown

css] aEngUab and Engli.h-
GOerm D tioary; hy E. Weir; cloth ; z126

p5gI Ciw8vo. P ir.q.
Osasl Mreualh-Engla emd Ziga -

Di s onary ; Compiled from best
autorites abh Jangu es ;: Profes De Lolme
aumWallac sud Henry eBridgent risd and
correctel ftou thse seveutis ud latest edition (1877
of the Dictionary of French Academy; by Prof. E.
Rowland, B.A. (Paris>; 1x1r pages. Crown 8vo.,
Hlf Ituhuris Price. $z e.
Any of the ave books sent with a year's subscrip-

tion ta the JOURNAL for $I.oo extra, or
Voiu can get them Free by sending us three new Sub-

acrihers ta Grip sud six dallars in cash, thse refilai
susxpinpne, sud we will send ayne o tis

D o s or the Miniature Cyclopdia ree, postage
J paid, or

Senti us ten new Subriptions to Grip and twenty
dollars in cash, tise reua o rpinprice, sud we

Uii seud eou thse C"e =cop fe, postage
paid, or,

Ifyou prefer the Dictionaries to the Concise Cyclo.
a send us twelve new subscriptions and twenty-four

lr a d we wiIl send yen the three Diction-
ares sud sAit Miniature CyclopSadia.

If ye canuot procure tise required number of suis-
scpts entitle rou to a book, send us a l sou can
sud ve will charge you just enough to cover the cost of
,the book te us.

Don't fail to try; every subscription secured will
maaiiyrdce tise price of thse books ta you.

Tisahbooks have n a yefu seiected as eues
most needful te tise teacising profession.

.This lie etes Offer ever made te the Teachers

These publications are tise most recent editions ef tise
ceeb rated publisries, CASSELL à CO., London sud
New Yoerk.

100 LESSONS IN

MODERN. PRACTICAL.
THOROUGH. AMEIODICAL.

A New Book, by a Practical Teacher, for
use in Composition Classes in the

Public and High Schools
of Canada.

This book contains 100 lessons, each lesson
consisting of four exercises, and each exercise
being composed on the average of eight ques-
tions or examples. There are thus within its
covers about 3,2oo questions for class work.
The exercises are properly graded for use in
the Public Schools and in the junior forms of
the'High Schools.

P3IDc, - »S CENTS.

Prca Probo
IN

FOr firet, Seoond, and Thipd Clase.

By JAME MITE,Pihblic School Teacher,
-ELIONToNÎ, ONT.

This book il Dow ready for delivery. It contain
uesly 700 Practical Problems lu Arithmetic for ths
three lowest forms, and will supply the teacher vl
questions at once interesting and useful. *he problem
are properly graded for the separate classes, aun
anmers ae given lu the appendix.

Boad and Linon Covers-
ries., .mt-ad only Ba ets.

ANADIAN)
?AC] FIC y

ANDO

NB_ E AR S
WILL ISSUE TO

Stud ents and Teachers
ROUND-TRIP Tickets at Far 9 and a Third,

good going Dec. totis ta 31St, 1890, and
to return up to Jan. 15th, 1891.

GENERAL PUBLIC
ROUND-TRIP Tickets at Fare and a Third
on Dec. 26th to 25th, and Dec. 27th, 1890, to
Jan. Ist, 189 I, inclusive, good to return until
Jan. 6th, 1891, and at

SINGL B F RB
On Dec. 24 th and 25th, good to return up to

Dec. 26th, and on Dec. 31st and Jan. ist,
good to return up to Jan. 2nd, 1891.

W. R. CALLAWAY,
D. McNICOLL, District Pass. Agent,

General Pass. Agent, TORONTO.
MONTREAL.

GRAND TRUNK

REDU'CED FARES
FOR T4E

Holiday Season
FOR STUDENTS AND TEACHERS.

Between stations in Canada only First-Class
Fare and One-Third, gaing between îoth
and 31st Decenber, 1890, returning until
3.1st January, 1891, upon delivery of certificates
signed by the principal of the school or college.

WM. EDGAR, J. HICKSON,
Gen. Pass. Agent. Genei al Manager.

BARKER'S SHORTHAND SCHOOL,
45, 47 and 49 King Street East, Toronto

4 ~

Circulars post free.

REMINGTONI
STANDARD

TlYPZCWIZTZRI:
Is now a necessity in all First-class Educational
Institutions. Write for particulars.

GEORGE BENGOUGH, General Ageqt,
4 Adelalde Street West, - Toronto.

FRENCH. GERMANs SPANISHs

TheIngres-coutellier
SCHOOL OF

LANGUAGES,
CNADA LIFE BLDO.

TolRoNTo.

Tke irip r FdBig & fblinhiug C. Natural method by native teachers. Trial
Î4ons free. Normal lestons free te teaoh-

ToR f O Qiges* «S e sWeil as a discout on'the regu feie.

JAMES MURRAr & Co.

+ PRINTINc,

PAPER RULIUN

B00KBIND INC.

FIRST-CLASS BOOK, LAW,
COMMERCIAL AND

GENERAL JOB WORK.

26 & 28 FRONT ST WEST
TORONTO.

TO TEA&OEERS.

A Chance ta Make Money Selling

THE NORTH-WEST

Battle # Pietures.
Every Volunteer in Canada will boy them.

Apply for Sample Sets and Prices to

The Grip Printing & Publishing Co.
as Front Street West, Toronto.

EACHERS AND STUDENTS may have all theirbooc wntsproptl ateded taoterl h
newor dneand°atebterms°yaddressi'g

Frank Porter, 353 Yonge St.
(SUCCESSOR TO DAVID BOYLE.)

BooTs ta ny part f thse Dominion, for ectas,
Teachers and Studeuts, mailed or expressed daly.

WHERE AND HOW TO GET YOUR

STANDARD DICTIONARYI
The Regulations of the Education Department (approved August 25, 1885),

No. 23 ( f), read as follows:

"Every school should have, at least, a Standard Dictionary and a Gasetteer."

We make Teacl>ers and Boards of Trustees t>e followiqg offers -

Concise ImperiaZ, best binding, - $5.50
Webster's International, azzll- 7ornd, 11.50
Lippincott's gaetteerfuU bound, - 11.50
Together with one year's subscription to THE EDUCATIONAL

JOURNAL in every case.

The Grip Printing and Publishing Go.
26 & 28 FRONT STREET WEST, TORONTO.

WALL MAPS FOR SCHOOLS,
The most accurate and best series of wall maps pub!lshed. Drawn aud engrave by the eminent

geographer, J. BAStTNOLONELW, F.R.G.S., Edinburgh. Mounted on Strong Clats, with Rollers, clearly Colored
and Varnished.

REGULAR ]REGULAR

NO. SIZE. RGic. NO. SizE. PiC.
x. Railway Map of Ontario, 43 by 33 inches $3 0O 0o. Africa - 67 by 5,inches $4 50
2. Ontario, - 67 bY 52 " 4 50 11. Bitie Islands, - 67 by 52 " 4 50
,3. Quebec, - 67 by " 4 50 n. Australia and New Zealand, 61 by 52 " 4 50
4. New Brunswick, - 67 y 52 4 50 13. Palestine, - - 67 by 52 4 50
5. Nova Scotia and Prince '4. The World in Hemispheres, 67 y 52 4 50

Edward Island, - 67 by 52 " 4 50 15. The World on Mercator's
6. North America, 67 bY 52 4 50 Projection, - 67 by 52 4 50
7. South America, - 67 by 52 4 1 z6. United States, - - 5 " 6 .
8. Europe, . - 67y2s " 4 50 17. The Domion aof Canada, So by49 " 6 50
9. Msia, - 67 6by 2 4350

To any Teacher or Board of Trustees subscribing for THE EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL at $1.50,
we will send one or more of the above maps, each at $z.oo less than the Regular Price.

This la an opportunity that should not be neglected. Supply your school ai once with First-Class Mails
St wholesale rates.

lu ordering Dictionaries or Maps plese give your nearest express office. Address,

EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL, Grip Office, Toronto.

VANNEVAR & CO. Eduetional Booksellers, Toronto,
Keep always on hand the books for use in Sohools, Colleges and Training InstitutO

Books sent daily by mail or express to teachers and students in ail parts of Canada.
For satisfaction in every particular send your orders direct to

V4NNEVAR & CO., Booksellers & Stationes, 440Yonge St., (opp. Carlton St.). Toronto, OPI!

Proylaont Me & Livo Stock Aio.l
CHIEF OFFICE:-

43 Queen St. East, Toronto, £a.

WILLIAM JONE8,~

Is the one that gives the best benefits to ito
members and pays the agents well.

It is to your interest to send for Prospectoss
Claims Paid, etc.

Splendid opportunity for teachers to maire WiO"*
m unrepresented distficts. Address,

8lf agUng Direcor.


